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The Greek shipping industry, despite the
global crisis in both the international
trade and transport sectors, still man-

ages to retain its vigor and dynamism. Be-
sides, a crisis is not something new to most
Greek shipping companies counting today
several decades of existence in Piraeus as
well as other "shipping neighborhoods" of
Attica. Many of them indeed still remember
the great crises of ’75 and ’86, when the
strategy of most –not just Greek - shipown-
ers was suddenly re-examined and had to be
revised. These "times of great change," as
the 70s and 80s have rightly been described,
are once again in the limelight where cur-
rent developments have come unexpectedly
to disrupt the "golden" tranquility that pre-
vailed in the freight market in previous
years. 

For many, the "shipping" crises served
as an opportunity for a new beginning
for Greek shipowners; that is to say,

the crises were not only a time for the nec-
essary regaining of their strength and re-
defining their visions and prospects, but
much rather, a time for exploiting the oppor-
tunities that arose to their benefit. The tur-
bulent seas have never scared the prudent
Greek shipowner who has always known how
to have reasonable demands and make de-
cent transactions. 

The big, unexpected challenge for the
Greek shipping industry, however, does
not lie entirely in the currently turbu-

lent freight market, but also within the coun-
try. The Greek government, dazed by the
economic crisis, through its political initia-
tives and actions has shaken the trust of the

most powerful economic player in the coun-
try. Lately, sudden political decisions, out-
dated ideologies, a lack of dialogue and the
clumsy, even makeshist handling of impor-
tant issues such as maritime education,
have created throughout the maritime fam-
ily a climate of frustration and even indigna-
tion towards the bearers of political power.

The Greek shipping family wants a
peaceful, stable and favourable cli-
mate in this country which is plagued

by the political negligence and economic ir-
responsibility of the past. If relations are not
immediately smoothed out to create a rela-
tionship of mutual trust and respect be-
tween the maritime family and the
government - by reviewing the makeshist
decisions taken recently - then we might fail
to meet the national challenge of Greek
leadership in the seas. Just as the Norwe-
gians, the British and many others once did.
Because we, as a maritime nation, do not
want to have (only) shipping clusters, but
(mainly) significant and robust shipping
companies that will continue our maritime
tradition.
And we should never forget that Greece
dominates the world shipping elite as a flag
state, not a port state.

I.G.B.

The turbulent 
seas have never
scared the prudent
Greek shipowner
who has always
known how to 
have reasonable 
demands and 
make decent 
transactions. 

E D I T O R I A L

The Seas among us

- N Α Υ Τ Ι Κ Α 4 Χ Ρ Ο Ν Ι Κ Α  -
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Greek Events

Eurostat declared that the Greek deficit for 2010
was finally 10.5% of GDP. This did not surprise me at
all. What did surprise me was that the Greek government
was surprised! They said the figure came in higher than their
expected 9.4% due to the “heavier than expected reces-
sion”! But the measures taken in 2010 (mainly raising taxes
and reducing wages without cutting spending) were certain
to kill the economy. Analysts pointed this out as soon as the
measures were announced. And the government reaction
aster the new number? More of the same measures (in-
crease taxes and sell some property - which will make no
difference). Thus we can be certain that things will only get
worse (much worse in my estimation). Businesses are clos-
ing or relocating out of Greece, laying off people who, in-
stead of paying taxes, get unemployment benefits from the
government. 
If the government doesn’t want to be surprised again next
year (for totally missing the deficit reduction once more),
and given that it has proven unable to cut public spending
or address tax evasion and tax collection (for this you need
years of infrastructure changes and new public officials’ at-
titudes), there is only one solution: throw money into the
economy to jump start it - this could be part of the so called
“development policy” which we have not seen - and in this
way revive the nearly dead cow in order to milk it. Of course
that goes against long held IMF beliefs, but IMF’s prime con-
cern is not to save Greece but Greece’s debtors instead (they
will get their money back whether the Greek economy sur-
vives or not).

The ever-increasing unemployment numbers. This is
unfortunate and, sadly, expected to get worse (much worse)

with the continuous fund cuts and taxing policies currently
implemented. 

Mr. George Soros’s visit Greece to meet the Prime Mi-
nister and Finance Minister behind closed doors. Was it to
offer advice and assist Greece to get out of the current vi-
cious economic circle? Aster all, he is known to be a philan-
thropist.

International

The Fukushima power plant crisis level increased to
a highest possible 7 the same as Chernobyl.  We can be
sure that the Japanese will fast overcome this disaster,
since we know how well organized, selfless and hardworking
they are.  But the play out of the Fukushima accident also
revealed a fact that, for many outsiders, destroyed a Japan-
ese myth.  Namely, that yes, even the Japanese are at times
capable of lying, withholding information and being mislead-
ing.  In other words, that they are people just like the rest of
us.  Something that those of us who have close dealings with
them already knew.

Another ship lifeboat drill accident with crew casu-
alties. In the last 20 years the dead crewmembers from
accidents during lifeboat drills are said to be several hun-
dreds.  Not only have lifeboats killed many more people than
they have saved, but they are the biggest confirmed cause
of death in shipping.  Perhaps a more appropriate name
would be “deathboats”.

The release by pirates of the ship Asphalt Venture
in April took an unexpected turn that will forever change ne-
gotiation practices with pirates.  The agreed ransom was
paid in full but not all the crew-hostages were released.
Several crew members were retained by the pirates who,
for the first time, did not keep their word.

By P. Zachariadis 
Technical Director Atlantic Bulk Carriers Management Ltd

Noteworthy 
events 
for April 2011
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The mirror has two faces: 
an open discussion about 

the Greek economy

THE NEXT GENERATION

The editors of Naftika Chronika asked four well known shipowners who continue succesfully the
acclaimed Greek Maritime tradition to analyse the current crisis in the Greek economic scene
and elaborate on the implications for their shipping activities and personal aspirations.
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Ηaving been born and raised in Greece, but having
subsequently lived mainly abroad, I can say for a fact
that the current financial meltdown of my home

country finds me very concerned about the prospects of the
entire economy and society as a whole.

Having been in shipping for almost 20 years allows me to
have a more global perspective regarding the Greek prob-
lem, and therefore I think I speak on behalf of many when
stating that a haircut and a restructuring of the Greek debt
will sooner or later become an inevitable fact of life. There-
fore, Greek ship-owners who have not overstretched them-
selves over the past 5-6 years will be in a favourable
position to acquire assets at substantially distressed prices.
The fact that financing is scarce in Greece should not create
a problem for cash rich Greek shipowners looking to acquire
prime real estate or prime businesses at a fraction of their
prior price.

The fact that mass psychology is at a very low point in Greek
society today should not be perceived only as an opportunity
though, as the Greek government’s recent decisions and

By Vasilis Bacolitsas
Director Sea Pioneer Shipping

practices are partly to blame for this negativity, and if in-
vestment decisions are to be made, then this should only be
done with a long term view and only once clear guidance on
tax and regulatory issues has been provided by the state.
In terms of shipping though, the global picture is substan-
tially better, and if one assumes that the Far East will con-
tinue its annual growth at healthy rates, then, even taking
into account the substantial orderbook for 2011 and 2012,
one should assume that over the next 24 months the mar-
kets will improve, and at the same time a number of oppor-
tunities will arise for owners to either order, or purchase
ships at historically low prices. Banks are finally coming to
terms with their overstretched loans and will either take
haircuts or face substantial losses and at the same time, the
sheer fact that there are just too many shipyards currently
in operation and production, will drive new building prices
to new lows.

Overall, I believe that Greek shipowners should take a long
term view in terms of investing in Greece. In terms of in-
vesting in ships, this could actually turn out to be a very
good time for investing at record low prices, as buying cheap
could potentially yield great benefits in way of an asset play
game.

As a final note, I would like to state that I do believe that the
Greek nation will finally manage to get itself out of this ugly
situation, but this will only happen once structural changes
take place at government level, and only when certain prac-
tices and beliefs that have become the norm for decades in
Greece, start to finally change.

Overall, Greek shipowners should take a long term view in terms of inve-
sting in Greece. In terms of investing in ships, this could actually turn out
to be a very good time for investing at record low prices.„

“

- N Α Υ Τ Ι Κ Α 1 0 Χ Ρ Ο Ν Ι Κ Α  -

THE NEXT GENERATION
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THE NEXT GENERATION

Αny crisis poses the same challenges and difficulties
for all ages, different ages however bring different
perspectives; most importantly though, the element

of a younger age incorporates different expectations for the
future as well as assessing time value on a longer term
basis. Naturally, one would also expect innovation, new tech-
nology and new ideas to be a part of the younger genera-
tion’s tools for facing a crisis. Do these principles hold true
with the current state of affairs in Greece?  

With this question in mind, we need to look at the Greek Cri-
sis and understand its origin and not only its manifestations
in order to measure how it affects us in our business and
our psychology. 

Greece is primarily facing a moral crisis which is exacer-
bated by a fiscal crisis, both of which have manifested into
a financial crisis. Three decades of continued and reckless

By George D. Gourdomichalis
President, Executive Director G. Bros 

Maritime S.A.

„

policies which led to state enlargement, bowing to union
pressure, the creation of a lethargic civil sector, corruption,
the destruction of our nation’s productive resources and a
departure from our values and traditions, have inevitably
lest the younger generations - which should have been so-
ciety’s most dynamic portion – in a state of disarray!

Those of us who are fortunate enough to be involved in our
Shipping Industry have a global outlook with a local base;
we are driven by global events and trends and must be able
to compete on this global level. We are called to do so with-
out state intervention and assistance and naturally without
any type of favoritism from those involved. With this culture
of independent and entrepreneurial spirit deeply embedded
in our “DNA” we also participate in Greek Society where we
may be a pariah by certain standards, usually associated
with misinformation or political rhetoric, yet, as a whole we
continue to manage our businesses and invest here. The
driving factors are not only those associated with our emo-
tional bond to our country, but also our firm belief that our
continued presence here contributes both to the greater
good of Greek society, and to the building of a strong and
dynamic sector which will be able to overcome this moral
crisis and be a growth tool for going forward.   

Those of us who still aspire to the values and principles of
our elders and have a work ethic, will look upon the chal-
lenges we are facing as an opportunity to strengthen their
organizations by supporting their stakeholders, and to reaf-
firm our commitment to keeping the management of our
businesses in Greece. Over time, Greek ship owners have in-
vested in all sectors of the Greek economy, but in the most
part have done so motivated primarily by an emotional need
to repatriate wealth and contribute to the local economies
and societies and to a lesser extent as a result of rational
economic thinking. It is within this oxymoron, emotional in-
vestment decision and rational thinking that we are asked
to face the Greek crisis. If we manage to bring in line our ra-
tional and innovative thinking and extrovert outlook with the
inevitable emotional implications of managing our busi-
nesses from Greece, we may be able to look beyond today’s
moral and fiscal decline in our society and rebuild it on
healthier foundations.

“Over time, Greek ship owners have invested in all sectors of the Greek eco-
nomy, but in the most part have done so motivated primarily by an emo-
tional need to repatriate wealth and contribute to the local economies.

- N Α Υ Τ Ι Κ Α 1 2 Χ Ρ Ο Ν Ι Κ Α  -
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Shipping is not affected by the
current Greek crisis, at least
not directly; the industry’s per-

formance and dynamics are driven
by global demand and supply factors
that have little to do with the Greek
macroeconomic environment (obvi-
ously I am not referring to coastal

shipping operating in Greece).
And while, to some extent, the
deep recession and the asso-
ciated liquidity squeeze have
affected negatively invest-
ments of Greek ship-owners
in our country in the past (mainly in real estate and banking),
this is not a major concern for shipping. The liquidity
squeeze of the Greek banks involved in shipping lending can
have little impact on Greek shipping.
However, current and future investments in Greece are de-
terred by the crisis and specifically by the endless changes
in the taxation regime, the banking system's liquidity
squeeze, and the uncertainty surrounding the implementa-
tion of the fiscal program by the government. Despite the
fact that our main line of business is shipping, the ongoing
economic and social crisis is affecting us all since we live in
Greece and want to invest in our country; it is very sad to

see most people, especially the least privileged members of
our society, suffering deeply from the crisis.
The irony is that although Greek ship-owners are the leaders
in the industry, Greece suffers from a lack of the very fun-
damental features that define the shipping industry, which,
among others, are: high productivity, high competitiveness
and absence of bureaucratic frictions, limited state inter-
vention, and an efficient legal system that quickly resolves

commercial disputes. 
In shipping, we know very well that every crisis creates op-
portunities.
In spite of the gloomy forecasts and the pervasive pessimism-
which is magnified by the Greek media - I feel that the current
crisis offers a unique opportunity for our country. 
I hope that Greece will seize this opportunity and proceed
aggressively with the necessary and long-due structural re-
forms, so that not only Greek ship owners will continue to
invest in Greece, but also in order to attract foreign direct
investments in the country - investments which are vital for
the Greek economy to grow, now more than ever.

Current and future investments in Greece are deterred by the crisis and
specifically by the endless changes in the taxation regime, the banking sy-
stem's liquidity squeeze, and the uncertainty surrounding the implemen-
tation of the fiscal program by the government.

“
„

- N Α Υ Τ Ι Κ Α 1 4 Χ Ρ Ο Ν Ι Κ Α  -

Τhe current recession has many implications- nobody
can deny that; however, I do believe that every cloud
has a silver lining, that is to say, in any disaster there

are opportunities and rewards for those ready to seize
them. We have seen giant businesses collapse in just a few
weeks, especially those relating to stock markets, real es-
tate, mutual funds, etc. Inevitably, this also has a disastrous
effect on related business. Economists suggest that the

biggest opportunity lies in learning from past mistakes and
from those companies which have had it the hardest in re-
cent months. I will go a step further by saying that it is easy
for the gisted to rise in prosperous times - it is when they
retain their vitality during difficult times however that they

prove themselves. The construction
and real estate business is no excep-
tion. Builders are now backtracking
from their mega projects and are
rapidly running out of cash. The mar-
ket is stagnating and day to day pes-
simism can easily eat one up.
However, as we've seen before, in dif-

ficult times innovation booms,
and businessmen as well as
businesses have to become
more flexible and competitive
in order to adapt. They find
new ways to face challenges
in order to survive, and this

sooner or later improves their overall performance and
services. 
We cannot defy the rules of nature and thereby cannot have
an everlasting boom period. But we can surely learn and im-
plement the knowledge we gain effectively.

By Evangelos Pistiolis
CEO TOP SHIPS Inc. 

The biggest opportunity lies in learning from past mistakes and from
those companies which have had it the hardest in recent months. I will
go a step further by saying that it is easy for the gisted to rise in prospe-
rous times - it is when they retain their vitality during difficult times ho-
wever that they prove themselves.

“

„

THE NEXT GENERATION

By Hariklia Moundreas 
Director, Nicholas G. Moundreas Shipping SA and NGM Energy SA
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ENVIRONMENT

Does shipping still retain its title as the most efficient
and environmentally friendly mode of transport, and if
so, what are HELMEPA’s actions in this direction?
Shipping transport produces less than a tenth of emissions
per ton-mile than the next more efficient mode of transpor-
tation, which is rail. However, HELMEPA’s role is primarily to
educate both industry participants and the public on the re-
quirements to protect the environment from marine pollu-
tion. We should not absolve our industry from environ-
mental responsibilities purely because waterborne tran-
sport is the most environmentally friendly.  Our role is to
enhance industry and public awareness in order to protect
our seas.  There are numerous industry organizations which
promote the cause for waterborne transport and of course,
given the opportunity, we present the case ourselves.
Does the existing legislative and institutional framework
dynamically promote the idea of green development in
connection with maritime activity? Is there room for im-
provement in Greek shipping as far as this (green) ship-
ping is concerned? What measures do you think should
be taken in this direction?
The various legislations which are in force aim at reducing
various types of gas emissions and preventing sea water
pollution. It must be emphasized that legislation should be
of a global nature and not localized. In the last few years we
have seen numerous local regulations being enacted which

- N Α Υ Τ Ι Κ Α 1 6 Χ Ρ Ο Ν Ι Κ Α  -

Our role is to enhance 
industry and public awareness 

in order to protect our seas

Following the loss of Captain Vassilis Konstantakopoulos, president of Helmepa, the Hellenic Marine
Environment Protection Association solemnly elected its new president, Dr. John Coustas.
The successor to the original vision of the initiators and founders of Helmepa, analyses the role
and actions of the Association in promoting green development, friendly modes of transport for
the protection of the global ecosystem and the EU position on the implementation of the ETS as
well as how this will affect Greek shipping.

An interview with Dr. John Coustas
President of Helmepa,

to Lisa Marelou
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We do not
require more 
legislation,
what is impor-
tant though is
that all environmental initiatives consider 
the big picture rather than trying to solve
some local issues in ways that have negative
global consequences.

- N Α Υ Τ Ι Κ Α 1 7 Χ Ρ Ο Ν Ι Κ Α  -

do not help the overall solution. Water moves in the oceans
and the international community would be better served by
applying global standards.  Greek shipping is at the forefront
of quality, and the latest technology is incorporated in all
new ships.  The massive investment of the Greek community
in efficient newbuildings demonstrates our commitment to
safer and cleaner oceans. 
Furthermore, the mere existence of HELMEPA as a volun-
tary organization that trains and creates awareness on ma-
rine pollution in the industry as well as the Greek public is
the best demonstration of how important the environment
is to the Greek shipping community.
We do not require more legislation, what is important th-
ough is that all environmental initiatives consider the big
picture rather than trying to solve some local issues in ways
that have negative global consequences.
In recent years, shipping has been targeted with regard
to air pollution, particularly greenhouse gas emissions
(carbon dioxide). The Greek position is against the inclu-
sion of the shipping industry in the implementation of
the European Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), and in
favor of imposing a levy on fuel and taking technical and
operational measures to reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions by 15% -30%. Do you think the EU's position on
ETS implementation will be applied at a regional level
in the coming years and if so, how will this affect Greek

• Major Steel fabrication onboard all
types of vessels 

• Specialized in repairs of LPG car-
riers 

• Major fabrication workshop
services 

•Major mechanical works
onboard 

• Mechanical workshop
services 

• Turbo chargers 
• Piping 
• Automation 
• Hydraulic Services 
• Generators 

/ Motor Rewinding 
• Crude Oil Wash 

/ Butterworth 
• Testing Tank Facility 
• Diesel Engine repairs and en-

gine performance analysis 
• Riding Crew Teams  
• Spare Parts

ENTIRE RANGE OF FACILITIES TO CATER TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS

AL JADAF SHIP DOCKING YARD, SHED NO. 147, P.O. BOX 6849 DUBAI - UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

TEL: 00 9714 3241762 / FAX: 00 9714 3241567 

E-MAIL: adamship@emirates.net.ae /  WEBSITE: www.adamshiprepairs.com

Adams Ship Repairs

shipping?
The vast majority of the shipping world and shipping indu-
stry organizations support a carbon tax system as an ETS is
extremely complex and difficult to administer in a global sh-
ipping environment where, for example, a Greek flagged
vessel transports iron ore from Australia to China. However,
what is most important is to apply a global system, as the
implementation of a peripheral ETS or carbon tax within the
EU only will only result in a competitive disadvantage for
the European fleet and transport. It is already evident that
recent legislation on Sulfur emissions will result in a signifi-
cant cost for the European shortsea sector and in cargo sh-
isting back on the road, which will be environmentally
detrimental.
The IMO is the body best suited to enact global legislation,
and our efforts should focus on strengthening its role and
on providing all the necessary support in this respect.
Such legislation should concentrate on technically achieva-
ble targets and on providing incentives for research and
operational measures to limit emissions.
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Market based measures 
for GHG emissions from ships

to be easy, as there are still a number of issues to be re-
solved, plus there is acute opposition by developing coun-
tries such as China, India and Brazil on any mandatory
measure that would affect their fleets. 

Aspecial cate-
gory of meas-
ures under

consideration are the
so-called Market
Based Measures
(MBMs). Already, some
work has been carried
out at the IMO on this
subject, as the rest of
this paper will try to
describe. An Expert

Group was appointed by the IMO’s Secretary General aster
solicitation of member states and was tasked to evaluate as
many as ten (10) separate MBM proposals, submitted by
various member states and other organizations. The author
of this paper has been a member of this Expert Group, nom-
inated by Greece.
What is an MBM? It is a measure that would provide incen-
tives to the ship owner to cut down on fuel consumption,
hence GHG emissions. For instance, a Levy (or tax) on fuel
would in the short run induce ship owners to slow steam,
thus reducing fuel consumption and hence GHG emissions.
In the long run, such a measure would induce ship owners
to invest in fuel efficient ships, those that have good hull
forms, efficient engines and efficient propellers. These ships
would have a reduced fuel consumption vis-à-vis other
ships, and hence they would emit less GHGs. 
In addition to inducing ship owners to adopt measures that
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What is an MBM? It is a measure that would
provide incentives to the ship owner to cut
down on fuel consumption, hence GHG
emissions. For instance, a Levy (or tax) on
fuel would in the short run induce ship ow-
ners to slow steam, thus reducing fuel con-
sumption and hence GHG emissions.

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from ships are cur-
rently unregulated. However, the International Mar-
itime Administration (IMO) is working very hard to

achieve consensus on a number of measures to be adopted.
For instance, discussion on the possible adoption of a ship’s
Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) will take place at MEPC
62, the next session of IMO’s Marine Environment Protection
Committee (July 2011). The EEDI is a technological index
(for new ships only) that combines a ship’s total energy con-
sumption vis-à-vis the transport work that the ship pro-
duces.  The discussion on EEDI at MEPC 62 is not expected
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would reduce CO2 emissions, an MBM may also collect
money to be used to reduce CO2 emissions outside the ma-
rine sector (this is the so-called “offsetting”), and it may also
use part of the money to support developing countries and
R&D.
The MBM proposals that were put forward to the IMO for
consideration were submitted about a year ago and are the
following:
1) An International Fund for Greenhouse Gas emissions

from ships (GHG Fund) proposed by Cyprus, Denmark,
the Marshall Islands, Nigeria and IPTA (the International
Parcel Tanker Association). 

2) The Leveraged Incentive Scheme (LIS) to improve the
energy efficiency of ships based on the International
GHG Fund proposed by Japan.

3) Achieving reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from
ships through port-State arrangements utilizing the ship
traffic, energy and environment model, STEEM (PSL)
proposed by Jamaica.

4) The United States proposal to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from international shipping, the Ship Effi-
ciency Credit Trading (SECT).

5) The Vessel Efficiency System (VES) proposed by the
World Shipping Council.

6) The Global Emission Trading System (ETS) for interna-
tional shipping proposed by Norway.

7) The Global Emissions Trading System (ETS) for interna-
tional shipping proposed by the United Kingdom.

8) Further elements for the development of an Emissions
Trading System (ETS) for international shipping pro-
posed by France.

9) Market-based Instruments: a penalty on trade and de-
velopment proposed by the Bahamas.

10)A Rebate Mechanism (RM) for a market-based instru-
ment for international shipping proposed by IUCN.

In addition, Germany had submitted an ETS-based pro-
posal, but for administrative reasons this was not initially
considered. It is very similar to the proposals of Norway,

France and the UK. Another recent development was the
merger of Japan’s proposal with that of the WSC, the new
proposal being called EIS (for Efficiency Incentive Scheme).
All proposals describe programs that would target GHG re-

ductions through:
- In-sector emissions reductions from shipping; or 
- Out-of-sector reductions through the collection of funds

to be used for mitigation activities in other sectors that
would contribute towards global reduction of GHG emis-
sions 

There were nine (9) criteria for evaluation of these MBMs,
the following:
1) Environmental effectiveness
2) Cost-effectiveness and potential impact on trade and

sustainable development
3) The potential to provide incentives for technological

change and innovation
4) Practical feasibility of implementing MBM
5) The need for technology transfer to and capacity build-

ing within developing countries, in particular the least
developed countries (LDCs) and the small island devel-
opment states (SIDS)

6) The relation with other relevant conventions (UNFCCC,
Kyoto Protocol and WTO) and the compatibility with cus-
tomary international law

7) The potential additional administrative burden and the
legal aspects for National Administrations to implement
and enforce MBM

8) The potential additional workload, economic burden and
operational impact for individual ships, the shipping in-
dustry and the maritime sector as a whole, of imple-
menting MBM

9) The compatibility with the existing enforcement and
control provisions under the IMO legal framework.

A 300+ page report evaluating these proposals had been
prepared by the Expert Group and was presented and dis-
cussed at MEPC 61 (September 2010). However, that report
contained no recommendation as to which MBMs should be
further pursued. Also, an Intersessional Meeting of the
Working Group on GHG emissions from ships took place at
the end of March 2011, with a view to making progress to-
ward the ultimate selection of an MBM.  That meeting did
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not arrive at a similar recommendation either.
To assist in this process, Greece has submitted a compre-
hensive document that has evaluated and grouped the var-
ious GHG MBM proposals, made a comparison between the
Levy and ETS, justified why the former should be the pre-
ferred option, and recommended a way to proceed.

The terms of reference of the recent Intersessional
Meeting solicited possible groupings of the MBM pro-
posals.  To that effect, Greece suggested the following

4 groupings:
(a) The GHG Fund proposal by Denmark et al.
(b) The 3 separate ETS proposals by Norway, UK and

France.
(c) Hybrid proposals that include EEDI: Japan’s LIS pro-

posal, US’s SECT proposal and WSC’s VES proposal.
(d) All other proposals.
Greece then suggested that only groups (a) and (b) should
be retained for consideration at this phase of the discussion,
and expressed its strong support for group (a), providing full
justification for that support. However, the suggestion to
take some proposals off the table was not considered by the
group and was forwarded to MEPC 62 for discussion. 
Note that under group (c) there are three MBM proposals
that are hybrid in the sense that they all include a ship’s En-
ergy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) as part of their formula-
tion. These are Japan’s LIS proposal, the WSC’s VES
proposal and the US SECT proposal. The former two have
now been merged. Although very different vis-à-vis one an-
other, all three explicitly use EEDI as part of the overall eval-
uation of a ship, therefore a grouping of these three
proposals is warranted on the ground of this common fea-
ture. 

Why did Greece propose that discussion of these ‘hy-
brid’ proposals be put on hold at this stage? 
First, one’s ability to properly evaluate these pro-

posals is limited due to the fact that the EEDI is not yet fi-
nalized. Even though the EEDI guidelines have been
circulated as a proposed amendment to MARPOL’s Annex VI
and a decision is expected at MEPC 62, significant discussion
on several pending issues is still expected and concerns on
the use of EEDI still exist, some of them serious.
All three of the above MBM proposals use (each in a differ-
ent way) the idea of rewarding ships that are good environ-
mentally and in all three EEDI is proposed as a way to
measure good environmental performance. But practically
speaking, a ship with a low EEDI may not be the best ship to
reward.  It may emit more CO2 than another ship whose
EEDI is higher. For instance, a low EEDI may mean an un-
derpowered ship, which, in its attempt to maintain speed in
bad weather, may emit more than a ship with a larger en-
gine. This can be a long discussion which, in Greece’s opin-
ion, is not appropriate within the context of the MBM debate.
The results of the EEDI discussion at MEPC 62 may impact
all MBM proposals that are based on EEDI.  How can one
properly evaluate these proposals if the EEDI issue is not
yet completely closed? 

Another issue is that even though EEDI is supposed to
be a “technological” index dealing mainly with design
issues (hence its name) and is intended to be used to

assess how future ships can reduce emissions by having
good hull forms, efficient engines propellers, etc; adopting
any of these hybrid proposals will make it applicable to ex-
isting ships as well, via the MBM mechanism. Thus, EEDI will
impact both existing and new ships, in two different but par-
allel ways:
(a) New ships will be impacted in two ways, one direct (ac-

cording to whatever provisions will be adopted as a re-
sult of the EEDI deliberations) and one indirect (via the
provisions of the hybrid MBM proposal). 

(b) Existing ships will be impacted only in one way, indirectly,
via the provisions of the hybrid MBM proposal.  Note that
so far there has been no discussion on using EEDI on ex-
isting ships.

Thus, Greece found these three hybrid proposals likely to
create confusion and perhaps also competitive distortions
if adopted. For one thing, reciprocal adjustments would be
warranted to whatever MEPC 62 might finally conclude on
EEDI, if it is known that EEDI will also be used for existing
ships via an MBM mechanism. The MEPC went to great
lengths to decide that EEDI is only applicable to new ships.
But with the proposed mechanism it will have an influence
on existing ships as well. So if this avenue is pursued, an ad-
justment to the deliberations of MEPC as regards EEDI may

ENVIRONMENT
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be warranted to take this into account. There is currently no
provision for such an adjustment. 

Comparison between groups (a) and (b): 
Levy vs. ETS
How do the Levy and ETS proposals compare? One of the
main selling points of the various ETS proposals is what is
claimed as “full certainty on the emission reductions
achieved by the mechanism”, that is, if one sets a cap on
emissions, that cap will absolutely be met. 
A question then is what should be the cap? For somebody
to select it they would have to know the costs and benefits
of that particular option that make it better than another
option. In a sense, the correct level of reduction is the level
at which the costs of further reduction are larger than the
benefits of that additional reduction. Unfortunately, no one
knows what that level is. Norway has outlined a methodol-
ogy for choosing a cap, but if one reads their document it is
apparent that there are many uncertainties in computing
costs and benefits. So, absolute precision in meeting a cap,
if it is unclear what the cap
should be, is a problem, and
in our opinion makes that
feature less credible. And if
a cap is set wrong, it is diffi-
cult to change. 

On the other hand,
even though we may
reach the cap we se-

lected, the carbon price that
will be established will be
completely unknown, being
a function of future supply
and demand for carbon. All carbon forecasting reports con-
tain many assumptions and caveats and still nobody has
seen a previous forecast prove accurate. They are subject
to all kinds of unpredictable factors, political or other. In a
University of Cambridge study, the ETS price starts at $177
per tonne and then skyrockets to $3,200 per tonne. It can
go the other way too. EU ETS carbon prices have dropped
precipitously as a result of the recent economic crisis and
(perhaps) as a result of too many allowances being issued.
In short, with ETS we gain some cap certainty (with all the
previous caveats) and lose price certainty. Investors will re-
spond to price, not cap.
The ETS scheme’s administrative costs are likely to be very
substantial. Those for the Levy are far simpler and therefore
smaller. Those for ETS certainly include all those adminis-
trative costs associated with Option 2 of the GHG Fund pro-
posal (the one which is ship based), plus many more
additional costs associated with issuing the allowances,

trading, monitoring compliance, avoiding fraud, and others. 

Perhaps the only way to keep the administrative bur-
den from skyrocketing to an arbitrarily high level
would be to place limits on coverage, e.g. to limit the

scheme to ships above a certain size. In fact, this is precisely
the reason these limits are suggested in the ETS proposal.
If all ships are included, the scheme will be unmanageable.
There is no indication of what the size limit would be. Note
that according to the IMO 2009 GHG study, if the limit is set
at 10,000 gt, it will amount to 16,000 ships covering some
67% of total CO2 emissions. Thus, one side-effect of any
limit would be that a percentage of the fleet would be ex-
empted and hence produce CO2. One may see additional
side-effects like many ships of 9,900 gt being built if the
limit is 10,000 gt. But even then, even if one includes 16,000
ships instead of 60,000 (the number of ships if the limit is
set at 400 gt), it would still be a very heavy burden.
Avoidance of carbon leakage is likely to be problematic in
ETS. One reason is the high number of exemptions built into

the scheme. The problem as-
sociated with the ship size
cut-off has already been
mentioned. See also the ex-
emption of cargoes associ-
ated with small developing
island states (SIDS). This
could result in traffic being
diverted to these countries,
which could develop into
mega transhipment hubs
just for the purpose of emis-
sions exemptions. 
Therefore the potential for

evasion is substantial. Also, several fraud cases have been
reported already within the EU ETS and elsewhere.

The way ahead
As one can see, some progress has been made on MBM as-
sessment, but there is still a lot of work ahead.  The list of
MBM proposals should be narrowed down so that one can
ultimately choose one. The subject is difficult and the stakes
are high. It is only hoped that the IMO will be able to achieve
further progress on this subject at MEPC 62 and beyond. It
is noted that the European Commission has already warned
that if no IMO decision is made and approved by the EU 27
by the end of 2011, the EU would introduce its own meas-
ures. That deadline is rapidly approaching. 

For more on emissions, please visit NTUA LMT’s web site
at:http://www.martrans.org/lemis.htm

ENVIRONMENT
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Its an old Greek notion “that in harsh seas you can identify
the good Captain”, similarly in these turbulent times ship-
ping corporations need to find their route to a safe port.

As all storms, this crisis has started unexpectedly and with
severe implications. It all started on the 10th of August 2007,
when capital markets lost their liquidity, when BNP Paribas
SA halted withdrawals on thee funds. Pandora’s box opened
with the collapse of Lehman Brothers Holding Inc. The lack
of credit triggered the downfall of the shipping sector, since
the latter meant a significant reduction of letters of credit.
The impact was so strong that the BDI index faced a severe
collapse of 94 % from high record levels of 11,793 points in
May of 2008 to 663 point in December of the same year. 
The demand for vessels depends upon world economic
growth, seasonal along with regional changes in demand, the
capacity of vessels in relation to the cargo that needs to be
transported by sea. Taking into consideration the large or-
derbook currently in place, which stands for the dry bulk sec-
tor for more than 49% of the existing dry fleet, and the
continuing delivery of vessels in a passé that outruns the
global economic growth, definitely affects charter rates. It is
important to highlight here, that the situation becomes even
more complicated when you add in the equation firstly, the
number of commodity shippers that found themselves in fi-
nancial distress, such as Britannia Holding Inc or filled for
bankruptcy such as Industrial Carriers inc and secondly, the
additional pressure from natural disasters such as the floo-
ding in Australia, the producer of about the half of the world’s
seaborne supply of coking coal and Japan’s earthquake, one
of the world’s leading importers. 

The implications of the low charter rates have impact
in the value of the vessels as they commove with the
trend of the charter rates, have put pressure in the

second hand market of vessels and caused adverse conse-
quences in combination with the very high bunkering costs

the earnings and the liquidity levels of the shipping compa-
nies; causing newbuilt slippages in deliveries, loan defaults
or renegotiations with the financial institutions over the
loans’ repayment periods.  However, even this latter route is
not without obstacles and traps. United States along with
other economies still experience weaken economic condi-
tions, with credit markets deleveraging and constrained li-
quidity, subject to new regulations and requirements. The
uncertainty over the financial sector, the investors’ wea-
kened trust that impair the financing of business operations
through loans, or even the stock exchange; as we have wit-
nessed lack of investors’ appetite for exchange listings.

Nevertheless, corporations that were conservative
during the boom years of the market and especially
the period 2006 - 2008, now have the ability to have

a liquidity safety net and take advantage of the low vessel
prices, thus have the ability to renew their fleet at a lower
cost. What really can be said over the performance of the
Greek corporations listed on the major stock exchanges of
the world is, that the financial crisis had an impact over their
performance at a P/L level and valuation, however, it made
them more efficient in controlling their costs and vessels on
the world map; and made them hunters of opportunities,
making another notion relevant “what doesn’t kill you, makes
you stronger”.  Nevertheless, Greek shipping needs to rethink
its strategy, over repositioning themselves to the new trends
and cost consciousness business environment. 

Turbulent Seas ahead?
Greek corporations on the major stock exchanges of the world 

By Dr. Dionysios Polemis, University of Piraeus

MARITIME TRADITION
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In a period where most people are skep-
tical or depressed because of the col-
lapse of modern economy (but mostly

of Greece and the Greek people), Greek
shipping is still managing to transform this
depressing environment into a field of op-
portunity for further expansion and a bet-
ter average age. 
Our compatriots showed a great appetite
for ship acquisition in 2010, irrespective
of financial instability, financial assistance
difficulties, and freight market prospects
for the imminent future. 
Although it was more or less common knowledge that 2011
would be worse than 2010, some 240 units were purchased
in 2010, while approximately 325 newly built units were
taken over. 

All types of vessels attracted Greek interest, but the
most interesting point was the Greek comeback into

the container trade.
The second hand market in numbers: of the ves-

sels acquired, about 112 were bulk carriers of
all sizes , 34 containers, 7 L.P.Gs, 16 crude oil
tankers (Aframax, Suezmax and VLCC’s), 28
product tankers, 5 reefers, and various other
types of vessels such as tug boats, ferries etc.

The relatively high demolition market at-
tracted Greeks to sell ships for scrap:

about 190 units went for demolition, while 225 were sold
for further trading. 
From the newly built vessels delivered to Greeks about 167
were bulkers, 106 tankers, 24 containers, 6 LNG,  9 LPG, 6
vehicle carriers and the remainder were ferries, barges, etc.
The newly built bulk carriers delivered to Greeks were di-
vided as follows: about 16 were Handysizes, 60 were Supra-
maxes, 21 Panamaxes, 22 Kamsarmaxes, 7 Post Pana-
maxes, and 41 Capesizes.
The 106 tankers were divided from between 18 units up to

10.000 tdw, 14
Handysize, 21 M.R.,
11 LR1, 17 Afra-
maxes, 18 Suez-
maxes, and 9 VLCC’s.
Last but not least, 24
newly built container
units from 7.730 tdw

up to 140.000 tdw were taken over. 
It is also worth noting that Ceres LNG Services entered
dippy in the LNG trade having taken over 6 LNG carriers of
86.000 tdw (a very limited trade in the close circuit market).  
Of course the activity is not restricted to 2010 deliveries,
but also includes a good number of ships ordered in 2010
(some 200 units), which include Bulkers (about 150 units),
Tankers (about 34 units) and about 15 Containers.

In other words, with the sales for demolition and abroad
in combination with the newly built deliveries, Greek
shipowners renewed 10 percent of their fleet - a trend

which will continue this year, if one takes into account the
orders placed in 2010 and 2011 and the purchases of the
first three months. It is noteworthy that all this activity
means heavy financing which will probably come out partly

Our compatriots showed a great appetite
for ship acquisition in 2010, irrespective of
financial instability, financial assistance dif-
ficulties, and freight market prospects for
the imminent future. 

Greek activity in acquisition 
of vessels for 2010
(Tradition and free hand activity transform the universal crisis into opportunity)

By Takis Efstratiou
Consultant S+P department 

George Moundreas and Co S.A.
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from the owners’ pocket, while the balance will be financed
by the international financial system. 
Companies like Aeolos Ship Management, Ciel Ship Manage-
ment, Eastern Mediterranean, Diana Shipping, Cyprus
Sealine, Eurobulk, Goldenport, Technomar, Lomar, Chart-
world, Danaos, Dioryx and others, have entered or re-en-
tered the containers market. 

Containerships, chemical tankers, L.P.Gs as well as spe-
cialized tonnage - industrial shipping which is closely
connected with industrial

countries and their fleets - were
subsidized in one way or another.
Greeks were out being only
tramp owners. Now that the eco-
nomic crisis has lest many of
these fleets dry from the liquidity
of the previous good period - due
to dividends paid to a large num-
ber of shareholders and “golden
boys” remunerations - the vessels are coming to the hands
of Greeks who know that the profits of the good times are a
management tool for the bad times which will inevitably
come.  
Nevertheless, it is an impressive activity from about 230 out
of 580 companies (approximately 40 percent of Greek com-
panies). 

Two things are of great interest; the diversification to
very limited markets like LNG, chemical tankers, plat-
form drills, and containerization, which in 2011 is ex-

pected to reach 5 percent of the international fleet. With
regard to dry and wet fleet, Greeks still own 20 percent of
the international fleet. 

What amazes any observer is the bipolarity of Greek society.
If you compare the “Greeks at sea” with the “Inland Greeks,”
although both are born and live in the same country, speak
the same language and share a common origin, they are
two different societies. In our opinion, the obvious reason
for this is that Greek shipping has always been “globalized”
- long before the expression was even invented. 

Greece has never had
cargoes or financial
institutions that were

supportive of Greek shipping
efforts. Thus, by having no
connection with the Greek
state, they were free from
any ancyloses related to
Greek bureaucracy, and/or
Greek political and economic
systems and politicians.
From day one, Greeks have

had to turn to foreigners for everything except crew in order
to survive and progress. Finally, they became experts in
what they did and acquired the skill of immediate adaptabil-
ity to any new environment, irrespective of how quickly the
changes occurred.  
On the other hand, the other part of society was, and to a
certain extent still is, heavily dependent on the Greek polit-
ical system and bureaucracy for their day to day business.
In spite of the fact that Greek youth is suffering from the ex-
tensive unemployment, they have turned their back on the
merchant marine, which is in favor of the Filipinos and oth-
ers who now man the crews of Greek vessels. Now, in the
middle of an economic crisis which is getting worse, perhaps
young Greeks will find their way back to sea. 

From day one, Greeks have had to turn to
foreigners for everything except crew in
order to survive and progress. They be-
came experts in what they did and acquired
the skill of immediate adaptability to any
new environment, irrespective of how quic-
kly the changes occurred.  
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The collapsing consumer confi-
dence caused by the financial cri-
sis has meant that the worldwide

manufacturing industry has started
slowing down and leading to a slump in
demand growth for raw materials. It has
already been 2 ½ years since the world
suffered the heavy impacts of the Oct
2008 crisis and we can now modestly
say we have shisted up a gear, largely
thanks to an improvement in the devel-
oping countries. Despite the overall dire
economic situation, particularly in devel-
oped markets, seaborne traffic statistics
look adequately strong and have been
growing at a good pace every year. How-
ever, these good levels are hampered by the extra carrying
capacity of new tonnage that has been steadily entering into
the world active fleet, while at the same time the influx of
new tonnage capacity continues to outweigh any ship with-
drawals.
As a result, the Baltic Dry Index, which tracks the cost of
chartering ships to shist raw materials such as iron ore, coal
and grains, has been kept low, at levels that are in most
cases just above survival and daily required break-even lev-
els. Capesize vessels have been affected the most and their
daily returns are seen to be below their basic operating ex-
penses. 

Despite the large orderbook and the numerous ships
that are delivered every day, there are few vessels
scheduled for delivery post 2012, leaving the ship-

building industry future outlook very grim.  There are fewer
orders these days, as an immediate result of the lack of li-
quidity in the market and the slow pace of economic deve-
lopment in the world, which pose serious difficulties in fi-
nancing the shipbuilding industry. There is great uncertainty
in the future market development and that makes banks
and financial institutions cautious in extending credit - and
as finance is tighter so are the expansion projects of most

shipowners and ship
investors.

Greek shipown-
ers are seen
rather active

during the post Oct
2008 period. Many
have invested their
cash reserves and
with the availability of
finance have acted

quickly, especially during the first half of 2009 when they
managed to obtain ships at discounts of up to 65% from the
peak values seen in mid-2008. Since then, and during the
whole of 2010, Greek buyers continued to be active with
their transaction appetite remaining at high levels; however
the wait and see stance was stronger as ships’ values
started slowly but surely to escalate and had increased by
up to 40% from their lowest levels of early 2009. As 2010
ended, secondhand ship-prices started to follow the de-
pressed freight market and made a correction that still
holds, enabling owners/buyers to obtain a better asset
priced deal. This has not really generated the momentum
expected from the traditionally active Greek buyers as most
still remain in the sidelines holding expectation and belief
that the market may place an even stronger downward
pressure on ship prices, pushing them to even lower levels

Greek shipowning activities:
strategic decisions and tactical considerations

By John N. Cotzias
Sale and Purchase Director

Intermodal Shipbrokers

MARITIME TRADITION

Despite the overall dire economic situation,
particularly in developed markets, sea-
borne traffic statistics look adequately
strong and have been growing at a good
pace every year. However, these good levels
are hampered by the extra carrying capa-
city of new tonnage that has been steadily
entering into the world active fleet.
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than those seen today.
There are a total of 8500 ships of 422mil dwt carrying ca-
pacity that are under construction. These ships are to be de-
livered by 2015. Of these, 761 ships are presently known as
being built for Greek interests with approximately 38%
being built in Korean Yards and 37% in Chinese Yards. What
is notable is that India has attracted a considerable number
of Greek ships, comparable in number with the known Greek
ships being built in Japan. It seems that the choice for the
majority of Greek owners is South Korea and China with the
Greek orderbook being divided in 49% Dry Bulkers, 31%
Tankers, 14% Containers. Having studied the data statistics
of the Orderbook we see that China is the Greek choice for
Bulkers with more than 55% of the Greek BC’s being built
there, while South Korea is the choice for Greek tankers with
more than 65% of the total tanker ships on order being en-
trusted to South Korean yards.
The recent choices of Greek owners are a boom in contain-
ership orders. With more than 80 container ships on order,
there has been a recent increase in the Greek presence in
this ship category. During the first quarter of 2011 more

than 24 units have been ordered by
Greek interests and if we add to this the
general interest by Greeks that has
been eminent in the secondhand and
resale sector, we see that the center of
focus has been placed on the boxship
sector. 45 container ships have been
sold during the first 4 months of 2011,
out of which 19 were acquired by Greek
interests. Greeks have acquired more
than 64 ships both wet and dry, with 19
being bulkers, 19 containers, 21
Tankers, 4 Gas carriers and one Tug-
boat.

As we have concluded the first 4
months of 2011, we note that
277 Dry cargo ships have

changed hands during Jan – Apr 2011.
These sales represent $3.2bil USD capital expenditure and
9.7mil tons of carrying capacity that has been sold. For the
same period of 2010 we had nearly 400 units sold of $7.2bil
USD and nearly 18.6mil tons carrying capacity. Comparative
figures show a great reduction in all 3 categories and the
most notable decrease is the money spent this year which
is only 40% of last year’s expenditure.
In the wet sector, both tanker and gas, we see 154 ships
changing hands this year with a similar capital expenditure
to dry bulkers as $3.3bil USD have been spent while carrying
capacity changing hands reached 13mil tons. 2010 figures
show very similar numbers: 164 ships of $3.5bil USD and
11.5mil tons of dwt being sold.

The Greeks have reduced their sale and purchase ac-
tivity so far this year compared to previous years, but
still remain in the lead compared to their Chinese

counterparts. In the dry bulk segment, it is important to
stress that Greeks have gone for ships with an average age
of 14 years, while Chinese have gone for older units of 21
years average age, while the average size of ships that both
Greeks and Chinese have bought are 47,000 tons dwt in
size. In general, Greeks choose more modern in age, slightly
smaller in size and of course more expensive units com-
pared to Chinese buyers.
In the wet sector, the Chinese seem absent as Greeks face
strong competition mainly from USA, Indonesian, Russian
and Norwegian buyers in terms of units acquired. Greek
buyers have chosen to buy 19 tankers ships mainly VLCC,
Aframax and MR’s and have spent $451mil USD for these
deals. USA buyers have forked out more than $780mil USD
for 16 ships and have added 2.3mil of dwt carrying capacity
compared to the 1.78mil tons that the Greeks have traded.

The Greeks have reduced their sale and pur-
chase activity so far this year, compared to
previous years but still remain in the lead
compared to their Chinese counterparts. In
the dry bulk segment, it is important to stress
that Greeks have gone for ships with an ave-
rage age of 14 years, while Chinese have gone
for older units of 21 years average age

MARITIME TRADITION
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IIn dire times for the Greek economy such as those we are
presently witnessing, shipping is probably one of the very
few sources of national pride and hope. The activities of

about 1.300 shipping companies domiciled in Greece, ac-
counted for about 6% of the GNP with a contribution of 15,41
billion euro last year.
Shipowners, seafarers and public administration constitute
the triangle of Greek shipping which is an autonomous activity
not related to the national trade, home shipbuilding, or invest-

ment opportunities, which are the motives behind other na-
tions’ shipping.

The volume of fleets is expressed in number of ships
and their carrying capacity. Classifying fleets, however,
is a rather difficult task since shipping is to a very large

extent a globalised industry and the flag of registra-
tion is no longer the incontestable criterion. Major open

registries account for over 55% of the world’s shipping,
while only 28% of the fleets of the major shipping

nations are registered at home (table 1).
Classifying a ship by the shipmanagers’ coun-
try of domicile is not a full proof method, but
apparently it is the safest way to define
which shipping nation a vessel should be
attributed to. Several parties may claim
rights as to the beneficial nationality of a

Tab. 1: Registered fleets of major shipping nations 
as of July 1st, 2006-2010 (in mill dwt)

Facts and Figures
about Greek merchant shipping

Βy Michael Sarlis
Maritime Advisor
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NATIONAL FLAG

Countries (a) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
av.

growth

1. Greece 54 58 63 67 71 6,9

2. Japan 12 12 12 13 16 8,3

3. Germany 13 14 15 18 17 7,1

4. China PR of 32 34 36 40 47 10,2

5. Korea Rep.of 14 17 21 20 20 10,1

6. Norway 23 22 22 21 19 -4,1

7. Hong Kong (SAR) 52 57 62 69 84 13,0

8. US 11 11 9 9 10 -4,6

9. Denmark 10 11 11 13 14 7,9

10.Singapore 49 51 57 61 63 6,4

Sub Total 270 287 308 331 362 7,6

Others of which 700 749 798 854 922 7,1

Major open registries 519 564 614 694 716 8,4

World total 970 1036 1106 1185 1284 7,3

of which

Asia / Oceania 292 311 328 359 404 8,4

Europe 251 258 278 295 308 5.3

America 326 352 375 395 411 6,0

Africa 102 114 126 136 162 12,2

(a) Ranking based on controlled fleet.
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vessel. A Liberian registered vessel, for instance, which is built
in Japan, managed in Greece by a British executive, financed
by French and Norwegian banks, captained by a Russian and
belonging to a company listed on the NYSE with several thou-
sand shareholders, should be classified as International rather
than any of the above nations and nationalities. The perplexity
in classifying is probably the reason for the serious divergence

Tab. 2: Controlled fleets of major shipping nations 
as of July 1st , 2006-2010 (in mill dwt)

Tab. 4: Foreign flag’s tonnage for the top ten shipping nations as of July 1st, 2010 (dwt%-share)

Countries (a) 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
av.

growth

1. Greece 166 173 175 184 193 3.7

2. Japan 138 155 166 180 189 8.1

3. Germany 81 91 99 100 110 8.1

4. China PR of 67 74 86 93 106 12.2

5. Korea Rep.of 31 34 41 42 49 12.0

6. Norway 46 44 46 35 40 -3.5

7. Hong Kong (SAR) 44 41 34 38 36 -4.6

8. US 45 44 35 34 36 -5.1

9. Denmark 20 24 29 32 34 13.7

10.Singapore 24 27 29 29 31 6.3

Sub Total 663 707 739 767 824 5.6

Others of which 308 329 368 418 460 10.6

Major open registries 6 10 11 26 31 51.6

World total 970 1036 1106 1185 1284 7.3

of which

Asia / Oceania 420 456 495 537 569 7.9

Europe 435 457 479 492 518 4.4

America 60 64 66 77 91 10.8

Africa 5 5 5 6 7 11.7

Unknown 50 54 62 73 99 18.8

Country of
domicile

Panama Liberia
Marshall
Islands

Bahamas Malta Cyprus
Antigua 

& Barbuda
Bermuda

Saint
Vincent

Cayman
Islands

Others
mill
dwt

1. Greece 12.9 22.0 16.3 9.4 20.4 9.0 0.1 0.1 1.3 0.5 8.0 131.9

2. Japan 78.6 4.4 2.0 2.3 0.1 0.3 - 0.1 0.0 0.4 11.8 173.4

3. Germany 3.7 50.8 12.0 3.0 3.6 4.6 13.0 0.6 0.0 0.3 8.3 93.1

4. China, PR of 39.9 0.6 2.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 - 2.3 3.2 - 50.6 63.1

5. Korea, Rep.of 91.5 0.2 5.9 - 0.0 - - - - - 2.3 29.7

6. Norway 10.6 3.7 12.6 19.1 3.2 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 - 49.7 26.6

7. Hong Kong (SAR) 41.0 34.6 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.3 - 4.7 0.4 - 17.2 13.6

8. US 11.9 6.4 42.9 10.1 2.1 0.2 0.1 1.1 0.4 4.5 20.4 30.2

9. Denmark 7.4 0.8 1.9 4.1 3.4 0.2 0.5 - 0.3 - 81.3 20.9

10.Singapore 20.1 29.2 19.9 0.4 0.7 0.4 - - - - 29.4 13.2

Total 37.8 16.1 9.9 4.8 5.6 2.9 2.1 0.6 0.7 0.5 19.1 595.8

Tab. 3: Average growth rates (dwt-%) by ship types 
for seIected registered flags as of July 1st, 
2006 - 2010 (in mill dwt). 

Country 
of domicile

Tankers 
BuIk     

carriers
container
ships 

Other
ship
types

2006 2010
av.%

growth
‘06-’10

Top ten

Greece 5.3 2.4 8.9 -9.1 166 193 3.7

Japan 6.8 9.0 11.3 5.2 138 189 8.2

Germany 4.6 8.9 9.5 6.9 81 110 8.1

China PR of 17.5 12.6 10.1 3.3 67 106 12.2

Korea Rep.of 6.1 15.5 18.9 4.4 31 49 12.0

Norway -7.0 0.8 -3.7 1.5 46 40 -3.5

Hong Kong (SAR) -6.4 -3.7 7.6 -8.3 44 36 -4.6

US -13.1 17.4 1.7 -7.4 45 36 -5.1

Denmark 20.1 4.1 14.2 -3.9 20 34 13.7

Singapore 4.5 10.0 9.4 1.2 24 31 6.3

Subtotal 3.2 7.1 10.1 1.3 663 824 5.6

Top ten 
open registry

Panama 3.8 9.6 8.7 4.4 219 293 7.6

Liberia 7.0 18.5 17.9 7.3 97 153 12.1

Marshall Islands 10.2 28.8 4.8 -2.1 51 86 14.0

Bahamas 8.6 -1.1 -11.1 -1.4 51 59 4.0

Malta 14.0 10.0 21.6 1.5 39 59 11.2

Cyprus 15.1 -7.2 7.5 -6.5 31 31 0.2

Antigua &
Barbuda 1.0 8.1 8.5 9.2 10 14 8.6

Bermuda 7.2 -1.9 -6.2 -4.9 9 9 2.1

Saint Vincent -6.5 -7.1 15.6 -3.7 8 7 -5.1

Cayman Islands 0.5 -8.0 .... -12.5 4 4 -4.2

Subtotal 7.5 9.5 11.2 2.1 518 715 8.4

World total 6.5 7.7 10.2 2.1 970 1284 7.3

Note: Figures excluding ships of which the country of controlling interest is unknown and which are sailing under national flag
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between the figures published by Lloyds Register – Fairplay
and ISL.
According to the Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics
of Bremen, the controlled fleets of major shipping nations ac-
counted as follows on the 1st of July 2006-2010 (table 2).
As regard to growth, it appears that the growth rates of the
next four major shipping nations have exceeded substantially
that of the Greek fleet since 2006 (table 3). One may claim
that the picture is more accurate aster a low market cycle is
completed; this remains to be seen. Growth per ship type

shows a shist of preference for tankers (all types), and partic-
ularly for containerships, a trend which has intensified recently
with Greeks acquiring such vessels from the yards and the sec-
ondhand market.
The next table demonstrates the distribution between the
open registries of the tonnage controlled by major shipping
nations (table 4).
The 10 top ranking shipping nations gain most of the growth
of the world fleet (table 5).
Per ship type, tonnage shares prove that the tradition of

Tab. 6: Tonnage shares (dwt) of the ten top ranking coun-
tries of domicile in the world merchant fleet by ship types
as of July 1st, 2010

Country of
domicile

Tankers
Bulk

carriers
Container
ships

General
cargo ships

Passenger
ships

Total

1. Greece 17.8 18.3 5.0 3.1 5.4 15.0

2. Japan 11.9 21.1 8.4 10.1 6.3 14.7

3. Germany 4.4 3.5 34.6 8.7 2.8 8.6

4. China, PR of 5.1 12.1 5.7 10.6 4.1 8.3

5. Korea Rep.of 2.7 5.7 2.6 2.1 1.2 3.8

6. Norway 4.0 1.8 0.3 10.1 2.5 3.1

7. Hong Kong (SAR) 2.9 3.7 1.2 1.3 0.6 2.8

8. US 3.5 2.5 1.7 1.9 20.6 2.8

9. Denmark 2.8 0.8 8.0 1.2 2.5 2.6

10.Singapore 3.5 1.5 2.7 1.1 0.2 2.4

Sub Total 58.5 71.1 70.1 50.4 46.4 64.2

World total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(mill dwt) 510.4 488.5 177.2 102.1 6.1 1284.4

Tab. 7: Tonnage additions of the ten shipping countries during July 2006-June 2010 (mill dwt)

Tankers BuIk carriers container ships Other
ship types Total

dwt

dwt % -
share 
of

total
Country 
of domicile

mill
dwt

dwt %-
share

mill
dwt

dwt %-
share

mill
dwt

dwt %-
share

mill
dwt

dwt %-
share

Greece 36.0 31.3 24.4 20.0 2.6 5.1 0.4 3.4 63.5 21.0

Japan 25.7 22.3 53.7 43.9 8.6 16.6 4.7 36.1 92.7 30.7

Germany 5.0 4.3 7.3 5.9 24.5 47.3 3.0 23.5 39.8 13.2

China PR of 11.7 10.1 13.6 11.1 3.3 6.4 1.0 7.8 29.5 9.8

Korea Rep.of 5.3 4.6 5.4 4.4 2.6 5.0 0.5 4.2 13.8 4.6

Norway 6.2 5.4 5.7 4.6 1.1 2.2 0.5 3.5 13.5 4.5

Hong Kong (SAR) 7.0 6.1 3.0 2.4 0.0 0.0 1.7 13.4 11.7 3.9

US 3.3 2.9 5.0 4.1 0.5 1.0 0.5 4.2 9.4 3.1

Denmark 7.5 6.6 1.7 1.4 6.8 13.0 0.1 0.9 16.1 5.3

UK 7.3 6.4 2.5 2.0 1.8 3.4 0.4 3.1 12.0 4.0

Subtotal 115.0 100.0 122.3 100.0 51.9 100.0 13.0 100.0 302.1 100.0

%- share of total 38.1 40.5 17.2 4.3 100.0

Tab. 5: Controlled tonnage (dwt) of the world merchant
fleet attributable to the top ranking countries of domicile
as of July 1st, 1996-2010

NATIONAL FLAG
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Tab. 8: Order book by ship type of the ten top countries of
domicile as of July 1st, 2010 (mil dwt and mill TEU)

Country 
of domicile

Tankers 
BuIk     

carriers
container
ships 

Other
ship
types

Total
dwt TEU

dwt %-
share
of total

Greece 25.6 37.5 3.4 0.5 67.0 0.3 14.6

Japan 7.5 38.6 1.9 2.1 50.1 0.2 10.9

Germany 3.3 17.6 14.9 3.4 39.1 1.4 8.5

China PR of 11.0 42.0 4.0 0.9 57.9 0.4 12.6

Korea Rep.of 5.0 16.2 1.0 0.4 22.6 0.1 4.9

Norway 3.5 4.2 - 2.0 9.7 0.0 2.1

Hong Kong (SAR) 4.2 9.6 0.7 0.4 14.9 0.1 3.3

US 3.5 5.3 0.1 0.3 9.2 0.0 2.0

Denmark 2.8 3.9 2.9 0.6 10.2 0.2 2.2

Singapore 5.9 1.5 1.5 0.2 9.1 0.1 2.0

Subtotal 72.3 176.4 30.3 10.6 289.6 2.7 63.0

%-share of total 55.1 67.3 64.0 55.9 63.0 62.4

World total 131.2 262.0 47.4 18.9 459.5 4.3 100.0

Greeks for bulkers and tankers still persists, although it should
be expected that market shares of the three major ship types
will harmonize in the future (table 6).
The tonnage addition table for 2006-2010 shows the impres-
sive gains of Japan, particularly on bulk carriers, as well as the
appetite of German and Danish shipowners for containerships
(table 7).
On the orderbook side, the share of Greece was slightly below
their share of the world fleet (15%), but it should have im-
proved since (table 8).
The last table (table 9), presents a recapitulation of the Greek

Tab. 9: Key figures – Greece controlled fleet as of July 1st, 2010

Top countries: (Greece) Tankers 
BuIk

carriers
container ships General

cargo ships Passenger ships Total

Fleet controlled (mill dwt) 90.7 89.5 8.8 3.2 0.3 192.6

Av. dwt %-growth 06-10 (% dwt) 5.3 2.4 8.9 -9.2 -7.5 3.7

Av. age (years) 10.3 14.0 14.7 22.5 22.7 13.9

Share in world (% dwt) 18.6 20.1 5.6 3.6 5.9 16.2

Foreign flag share (% dwt) 57.9 78.0 73.3 93.7 28.4 68.5

Additions to fleet (5 years) 31.8 22.7 1.9 0.4 0.0 56.8

Order book controlled (mill dwt) 25.6 37.5 3.4 0.5 0.0 67.0

Ratio of order book to fleet (% dwt) 19.5 14.3 7.1 2.8 1.7 14.6

New orders since Jul. ‘09 (mill dwt) 8.9 10.9 - - - 19.8

NATIONAL FLAG

controlled fleet where it is worth noting that average age on
dwt is 13,9 years as against 18,2 of the world average (excl.
order book).
Shipping is instrumental to the development of world trade,
prosperity, development and understanding between people
and nations. No doubt Greek shipping is a major contributor
to all of these.

* All data contained in this article originate
from ISL based on IHS Fairplay.
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In these times of change and tension in the
Mediterranean and as stated in the Com-
munication of 8 March 2011 “A partner-

ship for democracy and shared prosperity
with the southern Mediterranean”, the Euro-
pean Commission believes that this is the
moment for a qualitative step forward in the
relations between the EU and its Southern
neighbours.
The Integrated Maritime Policy of the Euro-
pean Union which I am responsible for in the
European Commission has, in this context, a
very positive role to play.

At the beginning of this year I
took an initiative in order to
strengthen the cooperation be-

tween the European Commission,
the European Investment Bank and
the International Maritime Organi-
zation to better support growth in
the maritime sectors of the Medi-

terranean Sea region.
All three organisations are very active

in the Mediterranean. Clearly, joining
forces is bound to be beneficial for all,
and most of all, for the Mediterranean
region and people. 
However, to make the most of this

closer cooperation, we should enter

into it well aware of the current situation, the challenges, and
the kind of action that would bring the most benefits. Therefore,
the first step of our common initiative is a joint feasibility study
under the Facility for Euro-Mediterranean Investment and Part-
nership (FEMIP) that was launched on 22 March this year.

The study will first re-
search and analyse
the current status
with regard to the
three key axes we
have identified in
order to foster mar-
itime growth in the
region. We would like

to address the social and employment aspects, the maritime
surveillance and safety issues and the question of the strength-
ening of investment in maritime infrastructures. The results are
expected to be ready by Autumn 2011. We will then be able to
propose options and solutions in order to best tackle the chal-
lenges identified. 
We already have certain expectations and objectives with re-
gard to what the study should achieve.

The successful and sustainable development of maritime
economy, including shipping, rests upon good, efficient
and cleverly disseminated maritime infrastructures. Yet

the Mediterranean is lacking in well distributed capacities such
as port reception facilities, accommodation for large container
ships or efficient logistic platforms. Therefore, as far as invest-
ment in maritime infrastructure is concerned, our common ini-

The successful and sustainable develo-
pment of maritime economy, including sh-
ipping, rests upon good, efficient and cle-
verly disseminated maritime infrastructu-
res. Yet the Mediterranean is lacking in well
distributed capacities.

Towards closer
maritime cooperation 
in the Mediterranean region

By Maria Damanaki
European Commissioner 

for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries

EUROPEAN POLICY
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tiative expects, for example, to better understand the factors
which prevent higher participation of the private sector in in-
frastructure development in the South Mediterranean coun-
tries. Our intention is to also propose ways to promote
increased participation of the private sector. We should be able
to explore new ideas and opportunities, but also get information
from ongoing studies on public-private partnerships such as
those carried out within the framework of EUROMED.

The joint initiative aims also at unlocking the maritime,
"blue" growth and employment in the Mediterranean sea
basin. In particular, we would like to research two issues

in detail: how to enhance the status and attractiveness of the
sea-related professions on the one hand, and the training stan-
dards and qualifications on the other hand. We intend to focus
not only on seafaring professions, but to also research other
maritime professions, including tourism, ship-building, aquacul-
ture and fisheries, to name but a few. We expect to get not only
a clearer picture of the current situation regarding the training,
but also an analysis of other social aspects, such as working
conditions in the sector, or to what extent the maritime and port
sectors contribute to the development of sea-related employ-
ment.
For instance, we intend to identify to what extent international
conventions are correctly transposed into national legislation
and implemented by the Mediterranean partners. Also, we
would like to find out whether national campaigns targeting
new recruits to maritime professions exist, and what their re-
sults have been. Some of the work in this area has already
begun, for instance under Safemed I and II projects and other
EUROMED initiatives, but also as part of the ongoing recognition
procedure of third countries as regards the International Ma-
ritime Organization’s Standards of Training, Certification &
Watchkeeping (STCW) Convention and the European Union Di-
rective 2008/106 on the minimum level of training of seafarers.
Our common initiative will obviously benefit from these ongoing
actions, but will, above all, put them into a broader and result-
oriented perspective.

We seek to find new ways to encourage the creation of
"blue" jobs. Maritime and coastal tourism is an ex-
panding sector in the Mediterranean. Equally, marine

research and marine renewable energies have the potential to
become important sources of sustainable growth and jobs. 
The Mediterranean is the usual route for European supply in
energy products from the Gulf and North African countries, and
for the exchange of manufactured goods between Europe and
Asia. It is an important transit corridor for shipping with 30 %
of the world's seaborne trade channelled through it, including
20% of the world's seaborne oil traffic. The Mediterranean is
also a very popular sea basin for maritime tourism and is the
natural home of both cruise ships and sailing boats.

- N Α Υ Τ Ι Κ Α 4 1 Χ Ρ Ο Ν Ι Κ Α  -
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Therefore, maritime surveillance and safety are particularly im-
portant for the Mediterranean. Whereas maritime activities are
continuously growing, a lot of maritime traffic passes through
and illicit activities occur in the basin, including illegal immigra-
tion and illegal discharges from ships that threaten its fragile
marine environment. Our key objective in this regard is to iden-
tify ways to improve the implementation of the
relevant International and EU regulations in order to offer bet-
ter surveillance and consequently strengthened security for the
people of the Mediterranean. It is thus worth mentioning that
we want to focus not only on safety issues, but to also study
other crucial aspects such as surveillance, Vessel Traffic Man-
agement Information System, or control of illicit discharges and
management of ship waste in ports. For example, we are going
to assess the potential of new products aimed at improving
maritime safety such as the "e-navigation" strategy developed
by the International Maritime Organization. 

Closer integration of maritime surveillance activities at Eu-
ropean Union level is one of the flagship initiatives of the
EU Integrated Maritime Policy. Work is already well under

way in this field. Integrating maritime surveillance is the process
leading to the development of a Common Information Sharing
Environment which will enable Member States' authorities and
Commission Agencies to access maritime surveillance and mo-
nitoring data generated by different sectors of activity, which is
necessary for the performance of their duties. In the Mediter-
ranean, as well as in the other EU's sea basins, we need an inte-
grated maritime surveillance in order to harvest cross-sectoral
information in a coherent manner, so as to increase the effe-

ctiveness and cost efficiency of the authorities involved in ma-
ritime surveillance in the EU, thus contributing to sustainable and
integrated development.
In the Mediterranean context, better cooperation could be pro-
moted between national authorities of the EU Member States
and their Mediterranean counterparts, namely the coastguards
and maritime administrations - those who are entrusted to im-
plement international conventions and to safeguard a safe and
secure maritime space. Surveillance can indeed be a starting
point for such cooperation. 
The complete picture of the current situation will help the drast-
ing of practical recommendations on how best to improve the
coordination between the European Commission, European In-
vestment Bank and International Maritime Organization, and
on what are the areas where closer cooperation would bring
the most added value. We also seek to improve the relationship
with the authorities in the FEMIP countries, possibly through
changing our current approach to North-South cooperation. Fi-
nally, the active involvement of the maritime private sector is
crucial if we want to fully achieve our objectives.

To that end, we are considering, for example, to establish
a network of maritime experts. They could advise go-
vernments on how best to offer young people in the

Mediterranean partner countries more attractive prospects for
a lifelong career in maritime clusters and facilitate mobility be-
tween sea and land-based jobs. The experts could also offer
guidance on selecting the best financing structure for a given
project, as well as assist in the preparation and implementation
of the project.
The Mediterranean Maritime cooperation project between the
European Commission, the International maritime organization
and the European Investment Bank is the beginning of an ex-
citing journey. I do think that it is also a very timely initiative
when one considers the current political and economic situation
in the sea basin. 
Let's work together towards a more stable and prosperous
Mediterranean through a vibrant and sustainable maritime
economy.

EUROPEAN POLICY

In the Mediterranean context, better cooperation
could be promoted between national authorities of
the EU Member States and their Mediterranean co-
unterparts, namely the coastguards and maritime
administrations.
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Europe is a Maritime Continent which has a 70.000 km
coastline and is surrounded by two oceans and four
seas. 90% of the Union external trade and over 40%

of its domestic trade is transported by sea. Given that ap-
proximately 350 000 people work in ports and related serv-
ices together generating an added value of about €20 billion,
it is clear that Europe's well-being is inextricably linked with
the sea.

The Integrated Maritime Policy, which was established
in 2007, advocates an integrated approach to the
management and governance of the oceans, seas and

coasts, and fosters interaction between all sea-related poli-
cies in the EU. It constitutes a valuable tool that enables Eu-
ropeans to establish better governance in maritime affairs
for optimal results at a regional, national, European and in-
ternational level. 
Several initiatives have been financed through preparatory
actions and pilot projects, and a series of tools have been
devised, such as common systems for maritime surveillance
and spatial planning, or the recent Marine knowledge 2020
initiative. 
The recent proposal for a regulation, having been unani-
mously adopted by the Transport and Tourism committee of

the European Parliament and await-
ing dialogue with the Council, aims

at further strengthening and pro-
moting the implementation of
the Integrated Maritime Policy
with the proposed funding of €50

million for the next 3 years. The
funding will allow the continuation
of the activities and pilot projects

operating up to
now under the
policy. Maritime

sectors in all Member States will be able to benefit from the
programme and a genuine European added value shall be
created. 
The programme shall have the following objectives:
• Promoting integrated maritime governance at European,

national and regional level so as to ensure that decision
making takes a broader view of all the actions that impact
on the seas; 

• Pinpointing the specific challenges and needs of European
sea basins in relation to the various individual sectoral poli-
cies;

• Contributing to a common Information Sharing Environ-
ment which brings together all the sector-specific surveil-
lance and monitoring systems, so that national authorities
are better equipped to monitor activities and react to un-
lawful ones or to threats at sea;

• Encouraging the development of a proper marine knowl-
edge infrastructure leading to reliable and high-quality
marine data;

• Supporting sustainable economic growth, innovation, com-
petition and employment in maritime sectors and coastal
regions, such as initiatives to improve social mobility
among young people and fostering training, education and
career opportunities in maritime professions. Provisions

By Georgios S. Koumoutsakos*

EUROPEAN POLICY
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Integrated Maritime Policy
- Strengthening economic growth and 

sustainable development in European seas
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have been also incorporated for measures
needed to be taken for a coastal, maritime
and island tourism strategy. 

• Fostering the protection of the marine en-
vironment and conservation of ecosystems
and biodiversity; 

• Improving the external cooperation and co-
ordination; in this respect, ratifying and implementing the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNC-
LOS) and other relevant international instruments is es-
sential; 

• Enhancing the visibility of maritime Europe. 
The long-term funding of the further development and im-
plementation of this policy should be guaranteed. Thus, one
of the main priorities stressed in the adopted report is the
need to guarantee sufficient and continued funding for the
next multiannual financial framework from 2014 onwards.
This could provide the IMP with a longer-term financial per-
spective allowing a more strategic approach.

Europe's shared seas and oceans bring
both growth and jobs, but only good gov-
ernance and integrated management

may secure their sustainable use. Their contri-
bution to the economic prosperity of present
and future generations cannot be underesti-
mated. Therefore, the promotion of our com-

mon European maritime heritage and the strengthening of
our maritime identity are of vital importance, and as such it
has to be illustrated in the forthcoming legislation. 

* Mr Georgios S. Koumoutsakos is a Member of the European Parliament
EPP Group and was the rapporteur on the proposal for a regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council establishing a Programme to sup-
port the further development of an Integrated Maritime Policy, adopted
on 12.04.2011 by the Transport and Tourism Committee of the EP. 
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For Europe, maritime transport has
been one of the key stepping stones to
economic growth and prosperity

throughout its history. Maritime transport
accounts for 80% of world trade and 40% of
intra-European freight transport. Europe is
the global leader in shipping (40% of all ships
around the globe are controlled by Euro-
peans) and in other innovative industries in
the maritime clusters, providing quality jobs
for highly qualified citizens. With more than
400 million sea passengers passing through
European ports each year, maritime trans-
port has a direct impact on the quality of cit-
izens' life, both as visitors and inhabitants of islands and
peripheral regions. 

However, the recent global economic
crisis, growing shipping overcapaci-
ties together with more difficult ac-

cess to finance, have heavily impacted on
the industry. Politicians, administrations and
industry need to work closely together to en-

sure the long-term competitiveness and
performance of the EU's maritime
transport system and also to help

steer it through difficult times in

its cyclical nature. In 2009, the Commission therefore presented
a comprehensive Maritime Transport Strategy until 2018. The
new White Paper on the EU transport policy further develops
these actions with a view to establishing overall transport goals
in a time horizon up to the year 2050.
The actions touch upon aspects of competitiveness, environ-
mental performance, safety, security, human resources, tech-
nology and innovation as well as taxation and incentives. Let
me highlight a few particular actions and objectives in response
to your recent article:
The idea of a European Registry for shipping is not new. The
Commission has already presented concrete proposals on this
matter in the 90's. While these proposals were not accepted by

the Member States at
the time, they led to
the adoption of one
of the key EU instru-
ments for the com-
petitiveness of the EU
flags: the Commis-
sion state aid guide-
lines for shipping. 

The White Paper revisits now this idea from another angle.
Building upon the positive results of the above mentioned
guidelines, a European Register could serve as a tool for

sustaining the competitive advantage of European maritime
transport services. The idea is indeed not to challenge the flags
of the EU Member States, but to add a sign of EU recognition,
a quality label, which will certify safe, secure, environmentally
friendly ships manned by highly qualified professionals. 
Such a European Register should function on the basis of strict
criteria and be open to all companies with ships registered in
the EU Member States. It will of course have to be associated
with a certain number of advantages for the ships registered,

A European Register could serve as a tool
for sustaining the competitive advantage
of European maritime transport services.
The idea is indeed not to challenge the
flags of the EU Member States, but to add
a sign of EU recognition, a quality label. 

By Fotis Karamitsos
Director Maritime Transport 
in the European Commission

EUROPEAN POLICY

The future
of the EU's 

maritime 
transport policy
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but it is rather early to detail the possible options on this subject.
Any proposals by the Commission will anyway be subject to ex-
tensive consultation with the stakeholders and to an impact as-
sessment analysis.
The White Paper stresses the need to react to the increasing
scarcity of fossil fuels and climate change by defining an ambi-
tious goal of reducing CO2 emission from shipping by 40% (if
feasible even by 50%) by the year 2050. Maritime transport is
an international business by nature and therefore a global, flag-
neutral solution is the preferred option for the EU Member
States and the European Commission. The IMO has a mandate
to develop such a solution. The EU must consider alternative
routes to include maritime emissions in its own climate change
commitments as the EU Heads of State and Government have
decided, should meaningful progress on a global solution not
be achieved by the end of 2011. 
The need to ensure a level playing field for the EU maritime in-
dustry and guarantee a high level of safety for the benefit of

the EU citizens calls for a uniform, high level of quality for EU
flags. At the moment, there are still EU flags in the grey and
black lists of the Paris Memorandum of Understanding on Port
State control. The Commission will therefore monitor continu-
ously the compliance with EU flag State requirements, assess
the overall level of performance of EU flags, and report in 2012
on progress achieved. 

Last but not least, the White Paper looks beyond individual
transport sectors and develops a competitive and re-
source efficient Single European Transport Area. This in-

cludes the need to shist more freight (30% by 2030 and 50%
by 2050) from road to other transport modes and in particular
towards rail and waterborne transport. Sustainable, high quality
maritime transport in the EU will thus not only ensure the future
of EU shipping in the global context, but it will also be an indis-
pensable part of our future multimodal European transport net-
work. 
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In the NAFTIKA CHRONIKA issue of Janu-
ary 1993, some 18 years ago, we pu-
blished an article under the title “The

Shipmanagers Worries”.  In this article, we
referred in general to the then problems of
the shipping market.  The “worries” which we
referred to were the shortage of crews, ex-
pensive bunkers, low freight rates, multiple
inspections, and high insurance costs. It is
amazing that 18 years later the same wor-
ries still exist.  To these, we have to add a few
more which did not exist then.  The new wor-
ries to add today are the Financial Crisis, the
number of new vessels, and the Pirates.  The
prevailing economic crisis has affected all kinds of business,
shipping included. The availability of capital has been seriously
reduced and in some cases lost altogether.  Shipping is a “Cap-

ital Intensive” industry and cannot operate efficiently with-
out funds.  The bad economy also means less

buying and selling and less need for transporta-
tion of goods.  The effect of this economic crisis
has become evident in this period by the low
freight rates which apply to all kinds and sizes
of vessels.  For tanker vessels in particular, the
low freight rates became even lower aster the

second part of 2010. Another effect
of the bad economy has been the

inability of certain Charterers

(even reputable ones) to continue their charter commitments.
This has brought a lot of problems to owners who happened to
have their vessels chartered by such charterers.  In addition,
the increase in Bunker Fuel cost makes things worse.  The in-
creased price of Crude Oil to $110/120 has pushed the price

of Fuel to $700 per
ton.   

And the “bad
story” goes on.
We have to

face the problem of
over-supply of ton-
nage!  It is this year

and the following that most of the newbuildings are expected to
be delivered. Three thousand Bulkers and 840 Tankers are on
order, about 47% of the Bulkers and 25% of the Tankers of the
existing fleet!  In spite of this, we see that new orders (although
reduced) for more vessels are being placed.  It should be ex-
pected that recovery of freights will be delayed as long as more
and more orders are placed. Talking about availability of ton-
nage, especially of Tankers, we have to consider the action of
some countries (especially China, Korea and Japan) to carry their
cargoes on their own vessels.  Such a policy will undoubtedly af-
fect the position of independent shipowners, especially the
Greeks, whose vessels have no national cargoes to transport.
Of course, we have to expect some increase in the world trade
but the question is whether such an increase will be able to ab-

The bad economy means less buying and
selling and less need for transportation of
goods.  The effect of this economic crisis
has become evident in this period by the
low freight rates which apply to all kinds
and sizes of vessels. 

By Emmanuel Papalexis
Chairman Mare Maritime Company S.A.

INTERNATIONAL FORA
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The tanker
market

Today’s challenges 
in shipping
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sorb the excess tonnage.
In the tankers sector of course there is some light at the end of
the tunnel.  This is the expected increase in the demand for oil
which means more tankers for transportation.
The demand for oil has been increasing year by year!  Although
the price of oil is going up, world consumption is also expected
to increase by 1.6 percent per year, or 1,4 million barrels per
day.  This year consumption is expected to be 87.94 million bar-
rels per day.  The OPEC countries, which produce 40% of the
Global Oil Supply, have promised to support the demand.
We have to believe in the increase of the demand for Oil, espe-
cially if we consider that the recent accident in Fukushima might
constitute a setback for nuclear power, and if we see that
- in the United States, 700 out of every 1000 people have a car
- in Europe, 500 out of every 1000 people have a car
- in China, 30 out of every 1000 people have a car
Some predict that the number for China could reach 250 by
2035.  In that case, the demand for oil will be considerable.
China’s oil fields are mature; therefore, in ten years time China
will depend on oil to cover 80% of its energy needs.

There is, of course, the scenario of the ALTERNATIVE
SOURCES of Energy, but from what we can see, such
sources can provide only a limited part of the world’s Ene-

rgy demand, therefore we tend to believe that Oil and of course
Gas and Coal will remain the prime sources of Energy, unless
something new appears one day to replace Fossil Fuels.  
Looking at today’s forms of energy which satisfy world demand,
the situation is as follows (table 1).
And the “DANGER” in shipping has been increasing over the last
few years with the appearance of Pirates in various parts of the
world, especially in the Somali Coast and the Indian Ocean.  For
all of us who are involved in this trade, it is impossible to un-
derstand how in today’s developed world which is so well
equipped, we accept from a small number of fishermen or other
people to terrorize thousands of Mariners, hold them hostages
for long periods, create agony for their families, disrupt world
trade and damage hundreds of Companies. 

Despite the relevant number of naval vessels from differ-
ent nations and the protective measures taken by the
vessels, attacks and capture of vessels by pirates still

continue.  Various shipping related bodies confer and show con-
cern, but unfortunately they have failed so far to provide an ef-
fective way to eliminate the danger of pirates in the Indian Ocean
(pict. 2). 
In the name of “International Law” naval forces in the area can-
not arrest or otherwise harm pirates who have shown no respect
for any law.
Concluding, we have to say that it is not the first time that we in
shipping live “dangerously”.  We have done this many times in
the past and have always survived.

Table 1. World main energy sources

Pict. 2
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Pict. 1

INTERNATIONAL FORA
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PORT POLICY

The Port of Piraeus is a large, busy
port with five core business activi-
ties covering: (a) the handling of

containers, (b) the movement of vehicles
and goods (car terminal), (c) Cruises, (d)
cabotage and (e) ship repairing. In 2010
there was a throughput of: 26.000 ves-
sels, 18.471.761 domestic passengers,
1.864.657 cruise passengers, 2.988.048
cargo vehicles, 138.000 containers and
380.346 vehicles (car terminal).
In fact, what is named Port of Piraeus is a huge area with
22 km platforms occupying an area from the central port
up to Salamis.
This port, which has the most modern computer systems,
sophisticated machinery and a development program
(funded with 1 billion €, taking place from 2011 to 2015),
aims at becoming once again a hub port, competitive and
environmentally friendly.
Through the above activities, the port plays a key role in the
growth of the Greek economy, particularly in areas such as
imports - exports, maritime tourism, local and island indu-

stries, ship repairing, transportation and
energy. It offers thousands of direct and
indirect job opportunities and supports
industrial and commercial activity in the

wider Piraeus area.

PPA is a large limited com-
pany, listed on the Athens
Stock Exchange, which

even during the economic cri-
sis declared profits in 2010. At
the same time, because of its
location, it is one of the most
economical and cost effective
ports in the Mediterranean,
particularly for transport
to/from Asia and Oceania. As

fuel prices go up, so the port of
Piraeus becomes more cost ef-
fective for commercial vessels
and cruise ships alike.
PPA has great importance for the
public of Piraeus and the greater
region as a public development
agency whose decisions affect
not only thousands of citizens in

business and in soci-
ety in general, but
also the develop-
ment of the country
in the areas of ship-
ping, island economies
and sea transport.
During the occasion

of the Olympic Games, Piraeus saw its PPA being trans-
formed into a modern, hospitable port providing high quality
service.
Within the new international and regional contexts, port poli-
cies in international maritime transport and tourism, have to
not only enhance competitiveness, but also to contribute to
social cohesion and the sustainable integrated development
of Piraeus and the country.

In the general economic crisis which has affected the ship-
ping industry, Piraeus needs a new developmental model
in order to meet the requirements of the new decade. PPA

affects not only the passenger ship throughput and the peo-
ple living in the 5 surrounding municipalities (Athens, Drape-
tsona, Keratsini, Perama and Ambelakia in Salamis) which be-
long to the Piraeus Prefecture of Attica, but also the lives of
all islanders who travel and transport their wares through the
port. Port and City have to function together. PPA, through
its proposal for the creation of the Cultural Coast, proves to
be acting with social responsibility and with the broader in-
terests of the city of Piraeus and its inhabitants in mind. The
creation of a park with Museums, Theme Parks, Buildings of
Culture and Innovation, lakes and green outdoor spaces, will
bring citizens closer to the sea through the port, something
unthinkable a few years ago. This would also serve tourism,
since thousands of visitors will have a reference point of cul-
tural interest  through the direct contact with the monorail
and the commercial part of the town for shopping. 

By Yiorgos   Anomeritis
Chairman & Managing Director

Piraeus Port Authority

Piraeus, the key port of Greece 

In the general economic crisis which has af-
fected the shipping industry, Piraeus needs
a new developmental model in order to
meet the requirements of the new decade. 
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PORT POLICY

First of all thank you for giving us the
opportunity to present the latest de-
velopments at the port of Thessa-

loniki. It seems that the world economy is
overcoming the housing crisis that turned
out to be a financial crisis. The world lead-
ing economies are showing signs of reco-
very as they experience positive economic
growth and it is inevitable that the world
trade will follow this trend.
This is also evident in major ports worldwide which saw in
2010 a significant increase in their throughput. The signs
are also very positive for the port of Thessaloniki. Amid the
worst economic crisis of the last years, the Thessaloniki Port
Authority SA (ThPA SA) has managed not only to regain the
cargoes and the port users that were lost as a result of the
port workers mobilization during 2008 and early 2009, but
to also increase the cargo throughput. 
In 2010, ThPA experienced a significant increase in total
cargo throughput (7,8%). More specifically, there was a 18%

increase in dry bulk cargoes, 3,5% increase in liq-
uid bulk, 7,5% increase in general cargoes

and finally, an increase of 1,15% in TEUs.
Regarding the financial results, the turnover
increased by 7,98% and the gross profits in-
creased by 222%, leading to a net profit of

€6,14 million (+37% comparing to 2009).

The signs for 2011 are
more than encouraging as
the ThPA SA has already

arranged some deals for addi-
tional cargoes that are

going to be handled by
the port.

2011 will be an important year for ThPA as many organiza-
tional and operational projects will be completed or will get
started. Apart from the expansion of the container terminal
(a project with a budget of over 220 million euros), ThPA SA
will focus its attention on the dry bulk terminals of the port.
Among the major projects is the specialization of the quays
(per type of cargo), thus avoiding confusion and allowing bet-
ter berth planning as well as better deployment of the ports’
cranes. In addition, the ports’ administration has already de-

cided to proceed
with the purchase of
three new electric
self-moveable cranes
with a listing capacity
of 100 tons each,

with an option for purchasing additional cranes based on the
port needs. Finally, there are three other major projects that
are under way. The first concerns the selection of a consult-
ant who will advise the port administration on how to further
exploit the real estate of the port, but also on the possibility
of developing a logistics center in the area of the container
terminal. The second is the rehabilitation of the first pier. Our
aim is to strengthen the port-city relationship; thus the first
pier will be open to the public providing many entertainment
opportunities. Finally, the third project is the construction of
a marina at the first pier which will be able to accommodate
250 yachts and will be operational by mid 2012. 

The ports’ administration is optimistic about future
trends as the port of Thessaloniki not only facilitates
the trade of Northern Greece but is also the gateway

port for Southern Balkan countries; as some of these coun-
tries are joining or will be joining the European Union in the
future, the cargo movement to and from these countries via
the port of Thessaloniki is expected to increase. The port of
Thessaloniki is already planning and investing on port infra-
structures and superstructures in order to be able to facili-
tate increased trade volumes, to focus on providing quality
port services and to respond to the specific needs of each
port user.

In 2010 gross profits increased by 222%,
leading to a net profit of €6,14 million
(+37% comparing to 2009).

By Stylianos Aggeloudis 
President and Managing Director 

Thessaloniki Port Authority S.A.

Aspirations for the port of Thessaloniki
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the post-2008 world. We are interested in orchestrating a
debate with concrete results that will facilitate the Greek
maritime paradigm to deploy strategies enabling it to adjust
and to continue leading par excellence in world shipping. 
What are the key themes that maritime economists are
involved in nowadays?
The emphasis is on the effects of the current economic con-
ditions on shipping markets. Understanding the structures
of competition in the various shipping markets (liner, tramp,
cruise, short-sea, coastal), freight rates, shipping finance,
the implications of the changing geography of world mari-
time transport and, more recently, piracy are regularly at
the centre of attention. Legal and regulatory issues, for
example the ways in which the institutional and legal fra-
meworks impact on shipping, the organizational and tech-
nological ways that the shipping industry takes on
environmental challenges, and human resources, are also
themes that maritime economists regularly focus on. An
emerging research field is that of port economics, manage-
ment and policy. This is not surprising considering that this
is an industry that has recently experienced structural or-
ganizational and policy reforms, particularly in the case of
container terminals.
What are the new knowledge dimensions that a degree
in maritime economics offers to a student interested in
a maritime career?
The major benefit from pursuing a maritime degree is the
invaluable opportunity to gain a general understanding of
the complex overall industrial environment of today’s ma-
ritime networks and operations, in combination with specia-
lized knowledge on particular aspects of shipping. In
addition, it offers graduates the capacity to respond effec-
tively to the ongoing changes within the business process,
like financial appraisal, business management and the abi-
lity to interpret data and information, but also other fringe
competencies that cannot be easily acquired otherwise,
such as teamwork, networking, planned and systematic ma-
nagement, leadership, organizational knowledge etc. All

What is the role of ENOE in the emerging environment
in respect to the current challenges posed to shipping
companies and executives in the post-2008 world?
Since its establishment in 2006, the Hellenic Association of
Maritime Economics (ENOE) promotes the exchange of re-

search and information among those intere-
sted in maritime economics and maritime

issues in Greece. With membership re-
presenting a blend of academics and
members of the maritime industry, we
have advanced the dialogue on key is-
sues via several public events. Alth-
ough still a young association, a
number of shipping executives and

practitioners have benefited by ENOE
seminars and debates, for example those

on shipping finance, freight rates
or port organization. We are
also on the eve of the second
international conference to
be held under our auspices
in Greece in June 2011,
with more than 30 acade-

mic sessions and five
special sessions on the
prospects of shipping in
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The members of Greek academia 
experience variable relationships

with the industry

The recently elected new President of the Hel-
lenic Association of Maritime Economics (ENOE)
explains the associations aims and aspirations
for the future.

An interview with Dr. Thanos A. Pallis 
President of the Hellenic Association of Maritime Economists (ENOE) 

SCIENCE
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How would you describe the interactions and relation-
ship between academia and its research and the indu-
stry? Are there, according to your experience, variations
in different countries or regions of the world?
The members of Greek academia experience variable rela-
tionships with the industry. When active in international
events or industrial and intergovernmental fora, a collabo-
rative culture and an intensive interaction between the ma-
ritime world and academia are evident. In Greece, this
culture has not been consistently present, and one might
observe relationships that range from collaborative to non-
existent. My belief is that the absence of communication on
the quality research and education developed by the Greek
academic community justifies this variation. To reverse it,
ENOE has already established links with prominent shipping
companies and associations and is working together with
them in order to eliminate any misconceptions and tran-
sform the former type of relationship into a dominant one.
Positive developments are already evident. With the indu-
stry monitoring and collaborating more intensively than in
the past, I believe this will be a fruitful strategy to the mu-
tual benefit for all those involved.

Dr. Thanos A. Pallis is President of the Hellenic Association of Maritime Econ-
omists (ENOE) since October, and an elected member of the Council of the In-
ternational Association of Maritime Economists since 2008. He is Ass. Professor
at the Department of Shipping, Trade and Transport, of the University of the
Aegean, Greece and the holder of a Jean Monnet grant on European Port Policy.
He also has a Maritime Transportation Scholar post at the Centre for Energy,
Marine Transportation and Public Policy (CEMTPP), Columbia University, New
York, US where he was a Fulbright Scholar in the academic year 2008-9, holds
a Visiting Professor post at the Centre for International Trade and Transporta-
tion, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada and lectures at the University of
Antwerp, ITMMA. Dr. Pallis is a regular contributor at the OECD, UNCTAD, Euro-
pean Commission and ESPO (European Seaport Organization) discussions re-
garding the shaping of the port sector. He led a research on port concessions
that won the “Maritime Economics & Logistics Best Paper Award, 2008”, and
won the “Best European Study 1999” Competition, organised by the European
Community Studies Association (ECSA). In 2007 he celebrated the publication
of Maritime Transport: The Greek Paradigm
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Without underestimating the importance of tacit knowledge, we
have to acknowledge that we have come a long way since the
days when shipping could be based only on the traditional ap-
prentice-style learning approaches. Shipping and maritime in-
dustries are transforming into high-tech capital-intensive ones.

these when an increasing number of employers ranging
from shipping companies to port authorities and maritime
related public institutions like to secure people who are bet-
ter skilled and motivated, and employ them to take up vari-
ous positions. 
The shipping industry has traditionally been characterized
by an emphasis on personnel having practical experience
rather than scientific knowledge. Is this still the case? 
Without underestimating the importance of tacit knowledge,
we have to acknowledge that we have come a long way
since the days when shipping could be based only on tradi-
tional apprentice-style learning approaches. Shipping and
maritime industries are transforming into high-tech capi-
tal-intensive ones, and shipping companies have to face dif-

ferent kinds of challenges. Thus, during the last decade, sh-
ipping companies have started replacing ex-officers with
university degree holders. They also require people with
both technical and business knowledge, and managers with
office-based skills. The new regulatory requirements (inclu-
ding the International Safety Management Code) and tech-
nological developments imply new daily practices and
contribute to the search for an expanded knowledge basis
within shipping. Shipping firms are gradually replacing pu-
rely technical (marine) education with broader skills offered
through higher education postgraduate courses. The inte-
gration of maritime transportation in supply chains, the par-
ticipation of big or small-medium firms in transport-related
interactions, the endorsement of inter-industry partner-
ships between shipping lines and stevedores, and the com-
plexity of contemporary policy making, are just some exam-
ples of additional issues posing similar demands. 

SCIENCE
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CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES

In response to the recent discussions concerning the protection of the environment, 
Heads of Classification Societies answer our questions, 

making reference to the new EEDI system and its impact on shipping, among other things.

The day aster tomorrow
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Do you really believe that the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI), as it stands today, will lead to better ships
in the future? Aren’t you concerned that it may lead to
underpowered ships because the easiest way to have a
low EEDI is to reduce design speed?
I am a firm believer in the EEDI, and think it will have a
tremendously positive effect on our industry. The beauty of
the EEDI is that it mandates improvements in efficiency,
while leaving room for innovation. As a result, I think we will
see a revolution in new green maritime technology over the
coming years. As you mention, however, very valid concerns
have been raised about the potential to build underpowered
vessels. Our role as classification societies however, is to ad-
dress just such technical complications, and the IACS Expert
Group on Environment has been hard at work to develop
minimum power requirements for inclusion in the final EEDI. 
Furthermore, in order to make sure that concerns like this are
given a proper hearing, as well as to ensure the smooth and
balanced implementation of the EEDI system, IACS has estab-
lished a new EEDI Joint Working Group with leading maritime
organisations from the industry. 
I have made it my mission as IACS Chair-
man to improve the communication and
cooperation between IACS and the wider
industry; the establishment of this Joint
Working Group and our work on the EEDI
are some of my proudest achievements
as IACS Chairman. 

The EEDI is for new ships only and is
not yet finalized. How do you see the
move of some organisations such as
the Carbon War Room to display the
EEDI of existing ships on their websites,
and what do you say to owners who ask you to compute
EEDI or even provide EEDI certificates for existing ships?
While we have no problem with independents’ efforts to as-
sess the efficiency of ships, there are real concerns about
the accuracy of such estimations. The final EEDI calculation
method has yet to be formally agreed upon, and the reality

is that accurately carrying out EEDI calculations requires a
level of data that is not readily available for many existing
vessels. 
This, along with the need to establish proper methods for
calculating and verifying EEDI values, is one of the reasons
that the EEDI as it stands can only be applied to newbuild-
ings. Only time will tell whether independent efforts such as
the Carbon War Room’s can be reconciled with actual EEDI
values calculated in line with the final EEDI scheme. 
Given the above situation, we do not intend to offer EEDI
certificates for existing vessels. We do, however, believe it is
of vital importance to support owners in their efforts to re-
duce emissions, and for this very reason we released our
new PrimeShip-GREEN/EEOI sostware in April. While use of
the EEOI is not mandatory, we think that it is an incredibly
useful tool for shipowners and operators in their efforts to
improve ship efficiency, and we hope that PrimeShip-
GREEN/EEOI will make it easier for owners to visually assess
their vessel’s performance and efficiency.

The IMO is in the
process of evaluating
10 proposals on Mar-
ket Based Measures to
reduce ship emissions.
Which of these pro-
posals is in your opin-
ion the best and why? 
Looking beyond the de-
tails of any single pro-
posal, the need for any
market based measure
is still a hotly contested
topic within the IMO.

However, as a market related issue, and not a technical mat-
ter, this is not something for class to decide. Rather this is
something that the IMO members and shipowners associa-
tions, among other groups, will need to address. On a per-
sonal level, though, I believe it is important for the industry
to support efforts to improve ship efficiency. 

My mission is to improve
the communication and cooperation

between IACS and the wider industry
By Noboru Ueda 

Chairman of the International Association of Classification Societies 
and Chairman and President of ClassNK
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The EEDI is for new ships only and is not yet finalized.
How do you see the move of some organisations such as
the Carbon War Room to display the EEDI of existing
ships on their websites, and what do you say to owners
who ask you to compute EEDI or even provide EEDI cer-
tificates for existing ships?
DNV is of the opinion that the EEDI should be applied to new
ships only. While the EEDI represents a theoretical design
energy efficiency, it provides no information on the actual
operation of the individual ship. Drawing a parallel to the
automotive industry, meeting a strict mileage standard pro-
vides no guarantee that a car will be driven in an energy effi-
cient manner. As far as comparison and benchmarking of
existing vessels are concerned, DNV believes that a "bal-
anced scorecard" approach is preferable, incorporating as-
pects of both vessel operation and management.

The IMO is in the process of evaluating 10 proposals on
Market Based Measures (MBMs) to reduce ship GHG
emissions. Which of these proposals is in your opinion
the best, and why?  
This is a question DNV don't want to answer. DNV will respect
and accept whatever mechanism is chosen by the IMO.

By Nikolaos Boussounis
Regional Manager for East Med., Black & Caspian Seas, 
Senior Vice President

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES

The EEDI should be applied
to new ships only

Although the EEDI does not encompass all aspects of energy efficient ship design,
mainly because it is calculated for a single design point only, DNV is of the opi-

nion that the EEDI can and will drive designers and shipyards to improve the
design energy efficiency of newbuildings.

Do you really believe that the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI), as it stands today, will lead to better ships
in the future? Aren’t you concerned that it may lead to
underpowered ships because the easiest way to have a
low EEDI is to reduce design speed?
In relation to the other IMO work currently taking place, DNV
views the Energy Efficiency Design Indicator (EEDI) as a sig-
nificant regulatory instrument for enhancing newbuilding
design energy efficiency. While there are technical issues still
to be resolved, DNV supports the adoption of the EEDI reg-
ulation at MEPC62 in July this year. Although the EEDI does
not encompass all aspects of energy efficient ship design,
mainly because it is calculated for a single design point only,
DNV is of the opinion that the EEDI can and will drive de-
signers and shipyards to improve the design energy effi-
ciency of newbuildings.
It is recognised that an easy way to ensure EEDI compliance,
particularly as requirements are tightened in the future, is
to reduce the installed engine power. In principle, this may
at some point lead to ships being potentially underpowered
when they encounter adverse weather conditions. In practi-
cal terms, safeguards are built into class society approval
practices in that ship manoeuvrability under such conditions
is taken into consideration and IACS is currently developing

guidelines that specifically address this
issue and are expected to resolve it.
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ΑBS supports the use of the IMO’s Energy Efficiency
Design Index for new ships and Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan for ships in service. We are actively

working with the industry on implementation procedures
and guidelines for these measures.  
We see our role as providing technical guidance and advice
to owners and operators to assist them as they plan for new
and impending regulations. Our efforts are directed towards
providing them with the appropriate information so that
they can make the best decisions for the operations, now
and in the future.  

In line with the ABS mission to promote the security of
life, property and the environment, it is our job to balance
safety and environmental protection, whether the con-

cern is the optimum hull form for maximizing energy effi-
ciency in various operating conditions, or the hazards
associated with the integration of ballast water treatment
systems with other ship systems. 
With so much information out there, we provide a valuable
service by anticipating, understanding and interpreting

these new regulations for our clients so they can prepare
practical solutions that will bring them into compliance with
the new requirements. 

To assist with this, ABS is publishing a number of Advi-
sories which are different from the typical Guides and
Guidance Notes that provide criteria on how to comply

with regulations. The Advisories detail the potential effects
of the regulations and provide information on changes that
have occurred on international, regional, national and local
levels that owners and designers should consider when they
are retrofitting or designing ships.
Subjects recently covered in the Advisories include fuel
switching and ballast water management.
Ship-owners and operators need solid technical advice to de-
velop compliance plans for new and impending regulations.
Ship designers and builders need sound guidance to under-
stand what is feasible and practical for future designs that
can actually serve the industry. ABS will continue to assist
the maritime community in addressing the environmental
challenges of today with timely and appropriate information
and guidance.
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We see our role as providing technical guidance and
advice to owners and operators to assist them as
they plan for new and impending regulations. Our
efforts are directed towards providing them with
the appropriate information so that they can make
the best decisions for the operations, now and in
the future.  

By Ch. Nomikos 
Country Manager ABS 

Our job is to balance 
safety and environmental 
protection

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES
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An Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) is a computer-based navigation information system that complies
with International Maritime Organization (IMO) regulations and can be used as an alternative to paper nautical charts. IMO
refers to similar systems not meeting the regulations as Electronic Chart Systems (ECS). 

IMO ECDIS performance standard states:
“Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) means a navigation information system which, with adequate back
up arrangements, can be accepted as complying with the up to date chart required by regulation V/19 and
V/27 of the 1974 Safety of Lives at Sea (SOLAS) Convention, by displaying selected information from a
System Electronic Navigational Chart (SENC) with positional information from navigation sensors to assist
the mariner in route planning and route monitoring, and by displaying additional navigation-related info-
rmation if required.” (IMO Resolution A.817 (19))
An ECDIS system displays the information from electronic navigational charts (ENC) and integrates position
information from the Global Positioning System (GPS) and other navigational sensors, such as radar and
automatic identification systems (AIS). It may also display additional navigation-related information, such
as Sailing Directions and fathometer.
ECDIS provides continuous position and navigational safety information. The system generates audible and/or
visual alarms when the vessel is in proximity to navigational hazards.

Approval of ECDIS
To ensure conformance with International Maritime Organisation (IMO) requirements, ECDIS must pass type approval and
test procedures developed by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) based on IMO ECDIS Performance Stan-
dards and applying the IHO requirements S-52 and S-57 in particular.
Type approval is normally conducted by recognized organizations or by marine classification societies nominated by Flag
States.

Training
Following the aforementioned PMTC is announcing the provision of ECDIS training course with the use of two types of ECDIS
Simulators:
i) KONGSBERG ECDIS simulator which is installed in the full mission Polalis Bridge Simulator located on the fourth floor of
PMTC building and 

ii) TRANSAS NT Pro 5000 v5.10 Simulator which includes a TR-S-NTP4-STD-5W03 Conning Display module, a Radar/ARPA
Simulation module and a Transas Navi-Salor 4000 ECDIS, located on the second floor of this building.

The duration of the course depends on the choice by your company either for refreshing or new comers to this course as
per STCW 78/95 Reg. II/1 and the IMO Model Course 1.27.
The tuition fees are negotiable depending of the number of trainees to attend this course with a maximum of twelve trainees.

For any further information you can also visit our website www.sranis.gr or you can contact by e-mail to pmtcrani@otenet.gr

PUBLI

PMTC introduces new ECDIS Training Simulators
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Do you really believe that the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI), as it stands today, will lead to better ships
in the future? Aren’t you concerned that it may lead to
underpowered ships because the easiest way to have a
low EEDI is to reduce design speed?
The EEDI is proposed by IMO in order to address the pro-
motion of energy efficiency in ship building. The EEDI is in-
tended to stimulate innovation and technical development
of all the elements influencing the energy efficiency of a ship
from its design phase and to encourage best practices for
the fuel efficient operation of ships. Future generations of
new vessels can only be built if the attained EEDI is smaller
than the required EEDI. The EEDI is a standard that sets en-
ergy efficiency targets for ships that will be progressively
tightened. The three EEDI levels are Phase I (-10%), Phase
II (-20%) and Phase III (-30%). This approach will initiate new
technologies for better ship design without compromising
safety. The IACS has taken up the challenge to propose
guidelines to the MEPC to ensure that future vessels will
have sufficient propulsion power to safely manoeuvre in ad-
verse conditions.
The objective of the EEDI is to establish a benchmark for
ship energy efficiency. Despite being a complex formula in
print, using information relating to a specific vessel's propul-
sion and generator power, fuel use and cargo capacity, the
EEDI breaks down into a simple division of a ship's theoret-
ical CO2 emissions by its cargo capacity. This figure will then
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be benchmarked against a standard set by the IMO. The IMO
would like to introduce the EEDI formulas and benchmark
levels for a range of vessel types to enable it to develop effi-
ciency improvement targets. Future generations of new
vessels can only be built if the attained EEDI is smaller than
the required EEDI. 
The EEDI is set up as a non-prescriptive, goal- based per-
formance mechanism that leaves the choice of technologies
to be used in a specific ship design to the industry. As long
as the required energy-efficiency level is attained, ship de-
signers and shipyards are free to use the most cost efficient
solutions for the ship to comply with the regulations. 
Previous experience indicates that owners prefer vessels
which are flexible to adjust to different requirements im-
posed by route or weather conditions. Owners are well ad-
vised to order the most efficient vessels to increase long
term competitiveness. 

The EEDI is for new ships only and is not yet finalized.
How do you see the move of some organisations such as
the Carbon War Room to display the EEDI of existing
ships on their websites, and what do you say to owners
who ask you to compute EEDI or even provide EEDI cer-
tificates for existing ships?
The EEDI can in principle be calculated for existing vessels.
However, there are large uncertainties associated with the
required documentation and the verification of the EEDI ref-

By Konstantinos Siozos
Deputy of Vice President, District Manager, 

Surveyor Germanischer Lloyd Hellas

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES

Forward looking ship owners have already 
evaluated the EEDI formula of their vessels

GL warns that EEDI values for existing vessels may be inaccurate if not calculated
with care. There has been considerable progress on interim guidelines on the me-
thod of calculation and voluntary verification of the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI) for new ships.
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erence speed. Therefore, GL warns that EEDI values for ex-
isting vessels may be inaccurate if not calculated with care. 
There has been considerable progress on interim guidelines
on the method of calculation and voluntary verification of
the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) for new ships. In
June 2010 already, GL conducted the first-ever Energy Effi-
ciency Design Index certification for a large container vessel.
The attained EEDI value of the 103,600 dwt Hapag-Lloyd
containership “Vienna Express” is significantly better than
the present average vessel of this size, based on Lloyd’s
database, underlining the high energy efficiency of the ves-
sel's design. Since June 2008, GL offers certification of the
Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) which docu-
ments the actual efficiency based on fuel consumed, cargo
carried and distance sailed. With the recent introduction of
the EEDI certificate, GL has extended its portfolio of services
on energy efficiency of ships, ranging from certificates to
consultancy, which is provided by GL’s FutureShip subsidiary.
GL supports leading members of the maritime industry who
are pro-actively pursuing measures to improve the energy
efficiency of their merchant vessels and thus reducing the
CO2-emissions from shipping. Forward looking ship owners
have already evaluated the EEDI formula of their vessels in
the expectation that charterers and other organisations

may soon wish to use it to assess a ship’s efficiency by using
it alongside the optional operational energy efficiency indi-
cator also being developed by the IMO. 

The IMO is in the process of evaluating 10 proposals on
Market Based Measures (MBMs) to reduce ship GHG
emissions. Which of these proposals is in your opinion
the best, and why?  
Market based measures (MBM) aim to reduce greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions using market forces, instead of techni-
cal or operational measures. That is, by “putting a price” on
GHG emissions, ship yards and operators are being further
encouraged to implement technical and operational meas-
ures to reduce emissions. Three general types of MBMs
have been proposed – bunker levy, emission trading and ef-
ficiency-based – but there is no indication which type will
prevail, if any at all. However, a preference is expected to
emerge at the next Marine Environmental Protection Com-
mittee meeting in July 2011. GL has no preference on any
proposed MBM today, but underlines that the selected MBM
should fulfil the criteria which the IMO has previously estab-
lished. GL continues to advise the German Flag State ad-
ministration in the coming debates at IMO.
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Do you really believe that the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI), as it stands today, will lead to better ships
in the future? Aren’t you concerned that it may lead to
underpowered ships because the easiest way to have a
low EEDI is to reduce design speed?
The EEDI as a regulatory tool aims to stimulate improve-
ment in the energy efficiency of new ships through ship de-
sign. As far as the underpowered ships are concerned, we
have recognized that theoretical possibility and have there-
fore proposed to the IMO the amendment to regulation
which will address this; similarly, we are working with our
industry colleagues to develop the supporting require-
ments. Clearly, safety standards should not be compro-
mised in the quest for a lower EEDI.

The EEDI is for new ships only and is not yet finalized.
How do you see the move of some organisations such
as the Carbon War Room to display the EEDI of existing
ships on their websites, and what do you say to owners
who ask you to compute EEDI or even provide EEDI cer-

tificates for existing ships?
The IACS response to CWR reads: “Since the
EEDI is a design index intended for applica-

tion to new vessels, IACS does
not support the approach
you have taken to calculate
and publish EEDI values for
existing ships and therefore
does not deem it appropri-
ate to contribute to this ini-
tiative”. Individual requests
by owners which may be re-

ceived will be examined on
a case-by-case basis;

however, it should be

pointed out that the proposed regulation for EEDI certifica-
tion will only be applicable to new ships.

The IMO is in the process of evaluating 10 proposals on
Market Based Measures (MBMs) to reduce ship GHG
emissions. Which of these proposals is in your opinion
the best, and why?  
The decision on which proposals may be moved forward has
become more of a political one and is therefore not for us
as a Class Society to take a view on. We are also following
the consultation at EU to see what options may emerge. In
both cases, we are keeping our clients informed about de-

velopments concerning possible
consequences. Our focus is on the
challenges and opportunities of
implementing regulation specifi-
cally related to technological and
operational issues.
Overall, Lloyd’s Register continues
to monitor and actively influence
developments in relation to envi-
ronmental opportunities and chal-
lenges for the marine industry. 
Our aims are: 
• To communicate and provide

leadership to our clients and regulators – while we will
leave political decisions on regulatory frameworks to the
regulators, we will stay involved and participate in evalu-
ating options and helping ensure that their consequences
are understood.

• To help our clients: 
- understand emerging and existing requirements in the
environmental arena 
- comply with environmental requirements, be they re-
gional or IMO-related 
- demonstrate their environmental credentials to stake-
holders. 

• To continue our work with research institutes, regulators
and clients to develop solutions for the environmental
challenges our clients face. 

Our focus is on the challenges
of implementing regulation specifically 

related to technological and operational issues

By Apostolos Poulovassilis
Regional Marine Manager for Lloyd’s Register 

Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) 

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES
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By Spyridon Zolotas
Country Manager, Greece RINA

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES

The shipping sector 
is experiencing a situation

where great focus is placed 
on environmental issues 
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Do you really believe that the Energy Effi-
ciency Design Index (EEDI), as it stands
today, will lead to better ships in the fu-
ture? Aren’t you concerned that it may
lead to underpowered ships because the
easiest way to have a low EEDI is to reduce
design speed?
There is no doubt the shipping sector is ex-
periencing a situation where great focus and
attention are placed on environmental issues
by regulators, charterers, investors, insurers,
banks and, last but not least, the public and
the media. We believe that there is a need to
develop an energy efficiency design index for
new ships in order to stimulate innovation
and technical development of all elements in-
fluencing the energy efficiency of a ship from
its design phase. The attained new ship En-
ergy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) as pro-
posed by the IMO is a measure of ships’ CO2

efficiency. The problem of the underpowered
ships was discussed by the IMO at the last
two MEPC meetings and is going to be ad-
dressed by an ad hoc IACS project team.

The EEDI is for new ships only and is not yet
finalized. How do you see the move of some
organisations such as the Carbon War Room
to display the EEDI of existing ships on their
websites, and what do you say to owners
who ask you to compute EEDI or even pro-
vide EEDI certificates for existing ships?
The EEDI is a calculation method where all
the input data have an impact on the final re-
sults and consequently their consistency is to
be carefully documented and certified. In ad-
dition, since the EEDI is a design index in-
tended for application to new vessels, we
agree with the IACS position not to support
any approach taken to calculate and publish
EEDI values for existing ships.

The IMO is in the process of evaluating 10
proposals on Market Based Measures
(MBMs) to reduce ship GHG emissions.
Which of these proposals is in your opinion
the best, and why?  
As a classification society dealing with tech-
nical matters and certification, we have no
particular preference on the 10 proposals on
Market Based standards. Due to that, we are
at the disposal of the Industry for any assis-
tance on the quantification of the emissions
and the capacity to control them through an
independent evaluation.

We believe that there is a need to develop an energy efficiency
design index for new ships in order to stimulate innovation and
technical development of all elements influencing the energy
efficiency of a ship from its design phase. 
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Do you really believe that the Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI), as it stands today, will lead to better ships
in the future? Aren’t you concerned that it may lead to
underpowered ships because the easiest way to have a
low EEDI is to reduce design speed?
The EEDI formula has been developed by the IMO to meas-
ure energy efficiency of new ships; the formula is derived
from many parameters such as carriage capacity, speed, en-
gine power, resistance, etc. Due to the exponential relation
between speed and fuel consumption, decreasing the speed
of ships might be the simplest method for reducing GHG
emissions. Moreover, this method might be prefered by
charterers in order to reduce fuel consumption, thus oper-
ating costs. It is known that speed reduction is an opera-
tional strategy used in periods when fuel rates were high.
Some studies regarding the impact of slow streaming on in-
ternational shipping show that it might be a viable option
for reducing GHG emissions. We think that speed reduction
limits will be optimised because of shippers’ requests and
competition, so we do not think it will lead to underpowered
ships. Balancing needs for optimum speed in terms of mar-
ket demands and EEDI rating brings about the development
of state of the art technologies (such as new coatings, form
optimization, air lubrication, heat recovery technologies, use
of renewable energy, etc.), and puts an end to the installa-
tion of “over-sized” engines and generators. For the time
being, some ports and vetting companies use EEDI ratings
to promote competitiveness among ships. However, we also
have concerns that the EEDI reference line may not be ap-
propriate for some types of ships at the initial stage of en-
forcement. Taking into account safety aspects, the majority
of classification societies, including Türk Loydu, incorporate
performance criteria for safe navigation in adverse weather

conditions in their rules. Therefore, speed adjustment could
be made between the required minimum speed for safe
navigation and market demands for delivery of goods. We
believe that in the near future the EEDI will lead to more
eco-friendly shipping utilising ship design improvements
and new technologies. 

The EEDI is for new ships only and is not yet finalized.
How do you see the move of some organisations such as
the Carbon War Room to display the EEDI of existing
ships on their websites, and what do you say to owners
who ask you to compute EEDI or even provide EEDI cer-
tificates for existing ships?
As stated above, contrary to the IMO decision, some ports,
vetting companies and initiatives have begun to implement
EEDI ratings for existing ships. Some of these companies ex-
plain their implementation by putting forward the theory
that comparison of EEDI among all ships is accurate and
valid statistically. It seems that in the near future there will
be an upsurge in this market demand, therefore owners
might request an EEDI certificate or statement from classi-
fication societies. Taking into account the market pressure
on our customers, we have decided to issue statements of
energy efficency according to any calculation standard, upon
customer request. However, these statements can not be
interpreted as EEDI certificates as the IMO has not finalised
EEDI regulations yet. 

The IMO is in the process of evaluating 10 proposals on
Market Based Measures (MBMs) to reduce ship GHG
emissions. Which of these proposals is in your opinion
the best, and why?  
We are aware of the pros and cons of these proposals. Discus-
sions held at the 3rd GHG Working Group will be finalised at
MEPC 62 and the MEPC Committee will discuss whether to
mandate a MBM mechanism or to leave this to the UNFCCC.
As a classification society, we think this subject is out of our
scope and within the juristdiction of maritime administrations. 

Some ports and vetting companies 
use EEDI ratings to promote

competitiveness among ships

By Mehtap Karahalli
Head of Department Maritime Safety 

and Environmental Protection
& Serhan Gokcay

Plan Control and Research Engineer, 
Turk Loydu Vafki 
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SPECIAL REPORT: A DELEGATION TO KOREA
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Her Name is
GIOVANNA
In a difficult period for the global economy and a

year predicted to be full of colourless emotions

and widespread pessimism, Greek shipowners still

dare to overcome the nerveless mood and

gloomy forecasts that so much affect all our daily

lives. A few days before the final printing of the an-

nual English edition of "Nastika Chronika," Tomasos

Bros Inc, a company with a tradition of more than

120 years in international shipping, christened a

state of the art bulk carrier at the Daesun ship-

yard in Busan, South Korea. On this special

occasion, the company invited 

colleagues and close friends 

to honor its long and successful

path in international shipping

and the Group’s cooperation

with the Korean shipbuild-

ing industry, but, mainly, in

order to highlight the

new era in the renewal

of its fleet.  

Right: 
The successor to a Greek 
shipping tradition, 
Mr. Alexis Tomasos
receives the first
of a series of brand 
new vessels for 
Tomasos Bros Inc.
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The vessel is the first newbuilding received by Mr.  Alexis
Tomasos. The head of the company decided the gradual
renewal of the fleet - an important strategic decision

that will safeguard the continuation of the acclaimed corporate
identity of this long standing shipping company that is strongly
influenced by the tradition of "family shipping" in Greece.
The symbolisms "hidden" behind the launching and naming of
a vessel demonstrate the importance of this ritual. According
to shipping historians and sociologists, as indicated in interna-
tional literature, the godparent is always female because she
symbolizes a mother’s embrace and love, but also the newborn
leaving the mother’s body. The cutting of the ribbon symbolizes
the cutting of the umbilical cord; the balloons symbolize the
female womb from which spring colorful fruit of joy (smaller
balloons and streamers). The pouring of champagne symbo-
lizes the amniotic fluid which is a harbinger of joy, while the
first three sounds of the ship symbolize a newborn’s crying. 

The celebrations lasted for 2 days, starting on 5 May with
an italian dinner, influenced by Mr. Tomasos hometown
of Naples, given in honor of the guests at the luxurious

Paradise Hotel in Busan. 
The naming ceremony took place on 6th May, on the premises
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Above lest: 
The Master of the vessel

Captain Dimitrios Kokolis
and the Chief Mate 

Anastasios Dimitrakopoulos
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The Godmother 
of the vessel 
Mrs. Christina
Kefalonitis with Mr. Jae
Yong Ahn, Business 
Executive Director 
of Daesun Shipyard.

Lest: 
Mr. Makis Mendoros 
(HSBC Bank Piraeus) 
with Capt. Th. Kefalonitis
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of the Daesun shipyard, which has a 60 years track record in
shipbuilding. The event began for the visitors with the ex-
change of gists and the cutting of the ribbon. 
The godmother, Mrs. Christina Tsianta-Kefalonitis, wife of
Capt.Theodoros Kefalonitis, Director of TBI, followed the esta-
blished ritual and named the ship Giovanna; Giovanna is the
name of Mrs. Tomasos, mother of Alexis and beloved wife of
the late Nicos Tomasos. The selection of Mrs. Kefalonitis as
godmother of this brand new vessel was requested by Mrs.
Giovanna Tomasos.
Visitors were then given a tour of the ship by the Greek Captain
Dimitrios Kokolis and his second officer. This was followed by a
religious service during which reverend Kyriakos Tsouros, a
close friend of the late Nicos Tomasos, Alexis’s father, in a truly
emotional moment blessed the vessel, the Tomasos family,
their officers and collaborators. 

Toward the end of the event, the Executive Director of the
Shipyard Mr. Jae Yong Ahn hosted a local lunch at a tra-
ditional Busan restaurant. During the event Mr. Constan-

tino Tomasos Managing Director of TBI, based in Piraeus,
expressed his gratitude to the Business and Technical Directors
of Daesun Shipyard for their excellent cooperation during the
ship’s construction and congratulated them for the innovative
design of the ship (being the 2nd of a prototype series) and
succeding in a tight production schedule. A few hours later,
Alexis Τοmasos, continuer of the maritime vision and heritage
of the Τοmasos family, together with executives and guests,
waved goodbye to the new ship from the pier. We were told
that its maiden voyage was already chartered to load from
Japan. 
The vessel is the first of eight bulk carriers and tankers which
are to be received by TBI from shipyards in Korea and China.

Lest: Mr. Alexis Tomasos with Mr. Giuseppe Franchetti receiving 
the blessings from Rev. Kyriakos Tsouros.

Right: Mr. Constantinos Tomasos, Mr. Alexis Tomasos and their
cousin Mr. George Leriotis (Leros Shipmanagement).
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From 1st July 2012, Cyprus will take
over the rotating presidency of the
EU Council for six months. The

Cyprus presidency forms a part of the Trio
Presidency with Poland and Denmark
being the other two partners who will hold
the Presidency in the second half of 2011
and the first half of 2012 respectively.
The three Presidencies are currently
working on the formulation of an 18-
month program of Council activities.  They
will also agree to work closer together
during this 18 month period in order to
foster the implementation of their joint

aims and projects.

The main task of the EU Presidency
is to run the agenda of the Council
for six months. Approximately 85%

of this agenda is “inherited”.  In other
words, the Presidency examines the
dossiers that simply “land” on the Presi-
dency’s table (i.e. examination of the in-
complete dossiers, of the amendments of

existing Community Legislation, and of the
new proposals submitted by the European

Commission).  Cyprus, together with
Poland and Denmark, is carrying out a
screening exercise on the “inherited”
agenda.

During its Presidency, Cyprus will attempt to undertake ac-
tions towards achieving and maintaining stable and pre-
dictable global competitive conditions for EU shipping and
its related activities.  Furthermore, Cyprus, together with
the other two partners of the trio, will continue to work to-

wards a more effi-
cient maritime
transport sector, re-
ducing its negative
impact on the envi-
ronment and mini-
mizing the adverse
effects of the eco-
nomic crisis. 

The promotion of policy measures on the basis of the
new White Paper on EU Transport Policy will guide the
activities and priority setting of the Cyprus Presidency.

The White Paper which was recently presented by the Euro-
pean Commission (28 March 2011) comprises a roadmap
to a Single European Transport Area. Its vision “Towards a
competitive and resource efficient tran- sport system” cov-
ers the period up to 2050. It outlines the EU transport action
programme and defines the overall framework for actions
including mobility, innovation (new technologies), sustain-
ability, strengthening of passenger rights, security and
safety of means of transport and of passengers, as well as
the improvement of social conditions for transport workers.
A part of the “inherited agenda”, according to the European
Commission’s Work Program, will be the need to address

During its Presidency, Cyprus will attempt
to undertake actions towards achieving
and maintaining stable and predictable
global competitive conditions for EU ship-
ping and its related activities.

Gearing up
for the Cyprus 

Presidency
By Vassilis Ph. Demetriades
Head of EU Affairs Unit
Ministry of Communications and Works
Republic of Cyprus

CYPRUS SHIPPING
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the social dimension of shipping.  The skills and qualifications of the Euro-
pean seafarer are an integral part in the development of the international
competitiveness of European maritime transport.

In light of this, the Cyprus Presidency will pay special attention to the ex-
amination of a Commission proposal for a legislative package on the social
agenda for maritime transport covering the “human element” of mar-

itime transport.  The main objectives of this package are to enhance the en-
forcement of the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC) of the International
Labour Organization (ILO) with regard to Flag States, Port States and labour
supplying States, and to update the seafarers training Directive
(2008/106/EC) following a revision of the International Maritime Organiza-
tion (IMO) Convention on the training and certification of seafarers (STCW
Convention). 
It is obvious that the great bulk of a Presidency’s programme will consist of
inherited and wholly foreseeable material.  It is a fact that the Presidency’s
capacity to set priorities in EU policy making is limited to around 10-15% of
the Council’s activities.  In spite of the above, for Cyprus this potential to-
wards influencing the EU policy agenda, especially on maritime affairs, is
worth exploring. 

Cyprus, being the Mediterranean repre-
sentative of the Trio, will possibly focus
on the international and regional dimen-

sion of the EU Integrated Maritime Policy in an
attempt to further develop the cooperation
/synergies and the integrated approach to ma-
ritime affairs in the area of the Mediterranean.
The EU Integrated Maritime Policy is an impor-

tant tool in meeting the objectives of the “Europe 2020 Strategy”.  Cyprus
realises the potentials of this Policy for EU economy, sustainability and pro-
sperity and therefore it supports its development in an effective way. In this
respect, Cyprus, during its presidency, will be ready to work towards this di-
rection through the examination of a Progress Report presented by the Eu-
ropean Commission and the promotion of certain actions, in an attempt to
address effectively the European and global challenges of all the maritime
related issues.
Cyprus, an island EU member state with just 0.2% of the EU’s total popula-
tion, hopes that size does not matter when it comes to a range of challenges.
History may be on its side since small member states osten run successful
presidencies as they can be better at listening and brokering, key skills for
an effective neutral and impartial chairing of the meetings.  For Cyprus this
will be a moment in the limelight, a great challenge which requires strategic
planning and intensive political and organizational activities on national and
European level.

Asuccessful Presidency is the best promotion for Cyprus and an oppor-
tunity to create a positive image both in Europe and internationally.
In the area of shipping and maritime affairs, Cyprus will undoubtedly

promote legislative and political decisions, brokering compromises between
the member states for the benefit of the EU and global shipping, proving
once again its leading role in the European and international shipping scene.
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The official approval by the European Commission last
year of the new, fully revised and upgraded Cyprus
Shipping Taxation System, constitutes perhaps the

most important success for Cyprus Shipping since the for-
mation of the Republic of Cyprus, and ensures the viability
of the Cyprus Shipping Register and the Cyprus Shipping In-
dustry, as well as the unhindered continu-
ation of the important contribution of the
Shipping Industry to the Cyprus Economy

which, according to the latest
available official statistical fig-
ures, is assessed to reach
around 6% of the GDP.  
It marks the beginning of a “New Era” for Cyprus
Shipping, which will cover, in their most modern

form, the main Shipping activities that are of-
fered today in International Shipping,

namely Shipowning, Shipmanagement
and the Chartering of vessels, rende-

ring Cyprus one of the most advanced
maritime centres internationally.

One of the Cham-
ber’s aims and ob-
jectives is to main-

tain Cyprus´s leading role

in the world shipping scene and to further develop and up-
grade Cyprus Shipping infrastructure. We therefore believe
that the new shipping taxation framework represents a great
expansion tool which should be fully exploited by Cyprus.
The tip of the rising sun is therefore now visible, and the be-
ginning of a “New Dawn” for Cyprus Shipping is no longer
fiction but a fact!  

This is just the beginning though, and in this respect,
the Chamber, in close cooperation with the Cyprus
Maritime Administration and other bodies such as the

Cyprus Investment
Promotion Agency
and the Cyprus
Chamber of Com-
merce and Industry,
has already em-

barked on a concerted and targeted marketing campaign
by primarily visiting known European shipping centres, in
order to promote and explain the provisions of the new
Shipping Taxation System and attract more quality ships
and shipping companies to Cyprus.  Individual presentations
have been made so far to shipping companies in Copen-
hagen, Hamburg, London, Oslo and Varna, with very positive
feedback received already. Within this framework, the ef-
forts to “preach the Gospel to win more believers” for
Cyprus from around the world will be intensified even 
further.
Despite the Turkish Embargo on Cyprus ships and Piracy,
Cyprus Shipping has a very promising future. The new Ship-
ping Taxation System substantially contributes towards fur-

The new shipping taxation framework re-
presents a great expansion tool which sh-
ould be fully exploited by Cyprus.

A New Era 
for Cyprus’ s leading role

By Thomas Kazakos
General Director

Cyprus Shipping Chamber

CYPRUS SHIPPING
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ther improvement of Cyprus Shipping competitiveness. In
combination with the fact that Cyprus remains a “High Qua-
lity Flag”, the New Taxation System creates a climate of sta-
bility which ensures the future of Cyprus Shipping and thus
stimulates to a large extent the Economy of Cyprus. There-
fore, the Cyprus Shipping Industry is now able to look 
forward to a period of regulatory
stability.
Cyprus Shipping has all the expe-
rience and human resources to
not only continue to offer ship-
ping services of the highest qua-
lity, but to also raise its position
even higher as a Shipping centre
of exceptional importance, with a
fully developed and all embracing maritime infrastructure.
On the local front, the Maritime Administration in coopera-
tion with the Cyprus Shipping Chamber has already begun
preparations for the organisation of the “Maritime Cyprus

2011” International Conference, which will be held between
2-5 October in Limassol.

The “Maritime Cyprus” Conference has grown into one
of the world’s most significant and most attended
shipping conferences, and its status now gives it a

prominent position in the ca-
lendar of many shipping exe-
cutives from around the
world.
The Conference will operate
as a forum where important
and current issues relating to
international shipping will be
debated by distinguished

panellists and subsequently discussed by the international
shipping community, thereby helping to formulate sound
and well balanced decisions and policies on crucial shipping
issues.

Cyprus Shipping has all the experience and
human resources to not only continue to
offer shipping services of the highest qua-
lity, but to also raise its position even hi-
gher as a Shipping centre.
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Nowadays, the dry cargo demand
doesn’t seem to be enough to
balance with the hesty order-

book. Unpredictable events from the
start of the year have impaired the de-
mand side due to irreversible damages
on coal and iron ore exports. Following
the devastating floods in Queensland,
Australia at the end of 2010, some of
the worst floods in Queensland State in
the last 40 years, the shipping environ-
ment experienced yet another threat on
March 11th. The sweeping earthquake
followed by a tsunami that hit a large, industrial part of
Japan about 180 miles north of Tokyo, has added one more
constraint on the medium term market recovery. However,
the BDI remains above the psychological barrier of 1,000
points mark and tries to keep resistance against the ongoing
vessels deliveries and the bulge of newbuilding orders that
push daily the charter market downwards.

Despite the severe exogenous factors that have dis-
rupted the waters of the industry during the first
quarter of the year, the buying momentum has

floated at a fairly reasonable level representing a 26% de-
cline from a similar period in 2010. While secondhand asset

prices don’t seem to reflect yet the status of the freight
market, 298 vessels were reported to have changed hands
at a total invested capital in the region of $5.5 bn. In terms
of the number of vessels reported sold, bulk carriers and
tankers are holding around 60% of the total secondhand
ship purchasing activity, whereas containers only 11%. In-
vestors’ appetite for secondhand containerships has indi-

cated a slower pace,
given that asset prices
have picked up from
the bottom lows of
2009 and newbuilding
units have turned into
more popular invest-
ments.

In terms of invested capital, the most overweight sector
appears to be the tanker segment with a total investment
in the region of $7,2 bn and asset prices being near to

bottom lows. Bulk carriers seem to have lost their popularity
as the sharp volatility of the freight market, especially for
larger size vessels, has discouraged the investment of Greek
and foreign owners in this segment, while there is still a lot
of room for a further downward correction in asset prices.
During the first quarter of 2010, the secondhand ship pur-
chasing activity stood 35% higher from the current levels,
since the buying trend for bulk carriers was 82% more in-
tense than today. Overall, the secondhand ship purchasing
activity for the first quarter of 2011, in terms of the re-

By Maria Bertzeletou
Golden Destiny S.A. , Research & Valuations

INVESTMENTS

Shipping investments in the
first quarter of the 2011: 
Secondhand / Demolition 
/ Newbuilding Market. 
What will the future be like 
as we enter the second quarter?

The sweeping earthquake followed by a
tsunami that hit a large, industrial part of
Japan about 180 miles north of Tokyo, has
added one more constraint on the medium
term market recovery.
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ported number of transactions,
lingers at the levels of the first quar-
ter of 2009, showing 12% more in-
tense buying interest and 62% higher
invested capital. As we enter the sec-
ond quarter of the year, the buying
momentum may step in more ag-
gressively as asset prices will be even
more alluring, creating further invest-
ment opportunities in the bulk carrier
and tanker segment.

Regarding the Greek presence,
the pace of their secondhand
ship purchasing activity has

followed a negative trend since the
beginning of the year, indicating a
40% decline from the first quarter of
2010. It seems they have applied,
once again, the “wait and see” ap-
proach for their future investments,
both in the secondhand and the new-
building markets. Their buying inter-
est has been centered in the bulk
carrier and tanker segment, i.e. 60%
of their total secondhand ship pur-
chasing activity, while containers con-
tinue to occupy a relatively large
portion, i.e. around 27%, of their pur-
chases. The total investment of Greek
owners in the secondhand market is
estimated to be in the region of $829
mil for 37 ships. Their buying activity
is approximately 40% down from the
first quarter of the year, when 62 ves-
sels went to Greek owners at a total
invested capital in the region of $1,7
bn. Overall, Greek investors remain
skeptical about the full term recovery
of the industry and appear to antici-
pate further correction in asset prices
so as to retrieve their purchase plans
aster the second quarter of the year.

In the newbuilding market, despite
the noticeable drop of business in
the bulk carrier and tanker seg-

ment, the overall ordering activity
fluctuates at the high levels of the
first quarter of 2010 since contract
prices are still appealingly low. During
January-March 2011, 364 vessels

INVESTMENTS

OVERALL SECONDHAND ACTIVITY 1Q 2011
JANUARY - MARCH 2011

Vessel Type Actual Sales Invested Capital P&C Terms

No. of Vessels in DWT (US$) EURO No. of Vessels

Bulkcarriers 85 5.206.045 1.581.830.000 0 5

Tankers * 88 7.203.943 2.314.555.000 0 6

Gas Tankers 21 514.056 226.400.000 0 10

Liners ** 34 458.611 117.385.000 2.550.000 11

Containers 34 1.236.733 1.064.360.000 0 1

Reefers 3 21.200 10.150.000 0 0

Passenger / Cruise 3 9.757 12.900.000 0 1

Ro - Ro***** 10 62.249 73.700.000 24.000.000 4

Car Carrier 0 0 0 0 0

Combined *** 0 0 0 0 0

Special Projects **** 19 42.209 106.000.000 0 13

TOTAL 297 14.754.803 5.507.280.000 26.550.000 51

OVERALL GREEK SECONDHAND ACTIVITY 1Q 2011
JANUARY - MARCH 2011

Vessel Type Actual Sales Invested Capital P&C Terms

No. of Vessels in DWT (US$) EURO No. of Vessels

Bulkcarriers 13 1.102.516 309.400.000 0 0

Tankers * 12 1.406.623 302.750.000 0 1

Gas Tankers 0 0 0 0 0

Liners ** 1 5.054 585.000 0 0

Containers 10 378.564 217.000.000 0 0

Reefers 0 0 0 0 0

Passenger / Cruise 1 6.135 0 0 1

Ro - Ro***** 0 0 0 0 0

Car Carrier 0 0 0 0 0

Combined *** 0 0 0 0 0

Special Projects **** 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 37 2.898.892 829.735.000 0 2

OVERALL NEWBUILDING ACTIVITY 1Q 2011
JANUARY - MARCH 2011

Vessel Type No.of Units Dwt Ordered Invested Capital P&C

Bulkcarriers 149 11.139.188 2.986.500.000 65

Tankers * 25 1.987.320 937.500.000 9

Gas Tankers 17 674.655 632.600.000 9

Liners ** 18 494800 632600000 3

Containers 78 7.499.120 5.531.600.000 26

Reefers 0 0 0 0

Passenger / Cruise 10 N/A 952100000 8

Ro - Ro***** 5 N/A 418.000.000 0

Car Carrier 0 0 0 0

Combined *** 0 0 0 0

Special Projects **** 62 95.100 16.376.200.000 12

TOTAL 364 21.890.183 28.467.100.000 132
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were reported to have been ordered in the shipyards
worldwide, equaling a total deadweight of around 22 mil-
lion tons, with Greek owners showing a 54% plunge in
their investments from the first quarter of 2010. It
should be noted that there has been a shisting trend in
the ordering business
from the bulk carrier
segment to the field
of containers with
“kamsarmaxes”, the
most popular vessel
type ordered in 2010,
attracting less and
less buying interest
from Greek and foreign owners. It is estimated that during
2010 more than 280 kamsarmaxes were ordered, repre-
senting around 26% of the total number of bulk carriers re-

ported on order, while in the first
quarter of 2011 only 28 kamsarmax
orders have been recorded.
In the bulk carrier segment, the pace
of ordering activity has experienced
almost a 60% annual decline, in con-
trast with the 310% increase in the
container ordering business. During
the first quarter of the year, more
than 70 container orders have been
recorded, while at a similar period in
2010 only 19 container orders had
been placed. There has also been a
movement by a Greek listed company
to switch its kamsarmax orders to
panamax containers. The switch in the
newbuilding trend towards containers
could be explained by the bleak short
term outlook of the dry market as the
future prospects for containers seem
more promising for the forthcoming
2-3 years. In the dry market, the heavy
orderbook and the relentless vessels’
deliveries are going to distress further
the segment, unless the Chinese de-
mand growth surpasses the previous
year’s levels and Australian export vol-
umes resume at substantial volumes
aster the devastating floods. As we
move through the second quarter of
the year, the weaker newbuilding sen-
timent for bulk carriers and tankers
will continue, as these segments have
already suffered from overwhelming
supply, and further enlarged shipbuild-

ing activity will lead to greater volatility
and instability in their freight markets.
Nevertheless, it is anticipated that off-
shore vessels, gas tankers and contain-
ers will step in as alternative types of
investment with increased newbuilding
business for the remainder of the year.

In the demolition market, there has
been an upward trend in terms of the
number of vessels reported to have

been sent to the scrap yards from the
onset of the year, with India holding the
reins of the market, and bulk carriers

being at the forefront as the most popular scrap candidates.
The high volatility of the dry freight markets has resulted in
a 170% increase of the dry bulk carriers’ scrapping business

INVESTMENTS

DEMOLITION MARKET 1Q 2011
JANUARY - MARCH 2011

No.of
Units

Dwt

DEMO COUNTRY

BDESH INDIA CHINA PAKISTAN TURKEY VARIOUS UNKNOWN

Untis Untis Untis Untis Untis Untis Untis

Bulkcarriers 65 4.414.749 7 26 16 7 3 0 6

Tankers 30 1.711.190 0 17 3 4 0 0 6

Gas Tankers 8 211.927 0 8 0 0 0 0 0

Liners 43 655.244 1 29 3 3 3 0 4

Containers 8 159.195 2 4 0 0 0 0 2

Combi 1 78.585 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

PAX/RO 11 131.356 0 7 0 0 0 0 4

Reefers 11 73.400 0 10 0 0 0 0 1

Sp.Projects 6 123.831 0 2 0 1 2 0 1

TOTAL 183 7.559.477 10 103 23 15 8 0 24

OVERALL GREEK NEWBUILDING ACTIVITY 1Q 2011
JANUARY - MARCH 2011

Vessel Type No.of Units Dwt Ordered Invested Capital P&C

Bulkcarriers 15 1.077.568 175.700.000 10

Tankers * 3 265.400 200.000.000 1

Gas Tankers 1 77.000 200000000 0

Liners ** 0 0 0 0

Containers 8 460.100 212.000.000 4

Reefers 0 0 0 0

Passenger / Cruise 0 0 0 0

Ro - Ro***** 0 0 0 0

Car Carrier 0 0 0 0

Combined *** 0 0 0 0

Special Projects **** 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 27 1.880.068 787.700.000 15

As we move through the second quarter of
the year, the weaker newbuilding senti-
ment for bulk carriers and tankers will con-
tinue, as these segments have already
suffered from overwhelming supply.
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since January-March 2010, with larger size ships - “cape-
sizes” - being on the spotlight as they suffer the highest
losses, with earnings near above or below breakeven levels.
The first quarter of the year ended with 183 ships estimated
to have been sent to the scrap yards at a total deadweight
of 7,6 million tons and the Bangladeshi market finally acti-
vated aster almost 10 months of closure due to pending en-
vironmental working conditions. The official authorities of
the country have finally approved the official opening of the
market albeit under certain conditions, so as to maintain
high levels of safety in the working environment during the
dismantling process. 

In terms of scrap prices, high levels have occurred since
the end of 2010, with demolition countries such as India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh, paying $485-$495/ldt for dry/

general cargo - with some demolition transactions fetching
levels in excess of $500/ldt and $510-$525/ldt for wet
cargo. Although China is struggling to compete with the high
prices offered by its rivals, it appears to have gained ground

recently by winning the larger size vessels - “capesizes” - for
its scrap yards. It is worth noting that if the dry markets’
plunge becomes even more persistent, with more and more
vessels heading to the scrap yards, mainly of India and
Bangladesh, the ample available tonnage for scrapping may
lead to a downward revision of scrap prices.
In terms of the number of vessels reported for scrap, bulk
carriers seem to hold the lion’s share of scrapping business,
i.e. 35% of the total demolition activity, followed by general
cargo ships grasping 23%, and tankers presenting a 62%
drop from last year’s similar period levels. In the bulk carrier
segment, there is definitely a lot of room for more scrapping
business to evolve in the future, due to the excessive num-
ber of existing vintage tonnage in the market. As we move
through the second quarter of the year, the scrapping busi-
ness is expected to increase further and may linger at
higher levels than those seen in 2010, if the BDI continues
its constant fall and triggers further scrapping activity for
bulk carriers.
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Describe the activities of your ship registration office in
Greek shipping and worldwide during 2010. 
The Liberian-flag fleet posted record growth figures in 2010
and has now doubled in size in the 10 years since the man-
agement of the Liberian Registry was assumed by the Liber-
ian International Ship & Corporate Registry (LISCR, LLC). The
fleet now numbers more than 3,500 ships aggregating over
113m gross tons, covering all vessel types and a wide range
of countries. 
The Liberian fleet experienced rapid growth this past year,
having recorded 586 new registrations. Of these, 149 were
newbuildings. Net growth was 338 vessels, aggregating
13.6m gross tons. This represents an increased net growth
rate of 11 percent in fleet size and 14 percent in registered
tonnage for 2010.
At the close of 2010, the Liberian fleet was comprised of
592 Greek-owned vessels of more than 41 million DWT, rep-
resenting 16% of the total DWT market share of the Greek-
owned fleet. The Liberian flag is the flag of choice of many
Greek shipowners, second only to the National Greek flag.  
Today, Liberia is firmly established as the flag of choice for
many of the world’s leading ship owners and operators.
Liberia’s rapid expansion continues to outpace global fleet
growth by two to one in terms of tonnage. The largest
growth of vessels in 2010 was new construction vessels,

which comprised more than 25 percent of Liberia’s new re-
gistrations. 
The average age of the 586 new registrations was 5.46
years, compared to the 17.32 average age of those vessels
removed from the Registry. The average age of the Liber-
ian-flag fleet is now just 12 years, having started 2010 at
14.2 years. Liberia will continue to seek further selective,
planned growth of our quality fleet, the average age of
which is significantly falling as more and more owners en-
trust their new ships to the Registry.

How does Liberia’s performance rate according to Euro-
pean, American and Asian MoUs? 
The Liberian Registry is dedicated to maintaining the high-
est standards of safety, service and responsiveness, and is
proud of its excellent Port State Control (PSC) record in
every port state jurisdiction. Liberia’s Port State Control
record under the Paris and Tokyo, the US Coast Guard, and
other recognized flag state performance overseers is first
class being consistently on the white list. Furthermore,
Liberia is expected to achieve recognition under the Qual-
ship 21 program in 2011.
We regard this as the single largest independent endorse-
ment of Liberia’s commitment to quality and safety. Our
outstanding PSC record means that Liberian-flag ships suf-
fer fewer delays and inspections than those ships registered
with other flags which cannot point to a comparable PSC
performance record. And of course, that is very important
when it comes to attracting new owners and operators. We
do not want poorly managed ships on the Registry, and
prospective new customers do not want to join a registry
that encourages them. 
Moreover, Liberia was honored to be recognized as one of
the first flag states to meet the criteria set by the Paris MoU
on Port State Control and to participate in its New Inspec-
tion Regime (NIR) for Low Risk Ships. The regime is aimed
at rewarding well performing ships, and targeting poorly
performing ones. We welcome the Paris MoU endorsement
of Liberia as a safe and responsible maritime administra-
tion, and are pleased to have achieved verification of our
NIR credentials. 

INTERNATIONAL FORA

The Liberian flag is the flag of choice
of many Greek shipowners, 
second only to the National Greek flag
Scott Bergeron, Chief Operating Officer of the Liberian International Ship & Corporate Registry, and
Michalis Pantazopoulos, Senior Vice President & General Manager of the Registry’s Greek office offered
their views and updates on current issues and future initiatives and developments of the Registry.

By Scott Bergeron
Chief Operating Officer
and Michalis Pantazopoulos 
Sr. Vice President & General Manager, Greece 
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How does the Registry consistently maintain high stan-
dards of safety while providing quality service and finan-
cial incentives for the registration of new businesses?
The Liberian Registry is the second largest and most proac-
tive shipping registry in the world, with a long-established
track record of combining the highest standards for vessels
and crews with the highest standards of responsive service
to owners. 
Liberia is the flag of choice for quality-minded, discerning
operators looking for a like-minded, responsive open regis-
ter with a first-rate safety record. The phenomenal growth
of the fleet is a testament to the quality of service provided
by the Liberian Registry. Furthermore, throughout the
course of this rapid expansion, Liberia’s Port State Control
(PSC) record with all independent rating bodies is outstand-
ing. The Registry’s first-class PSC record means that Liber-
ian-flag ships suffer fewer delays and inspections than those
ships registered with other flags which cannot point to a
comparable PSC performance record. 
A global network of nautical inspectors trained exclusively
by the Liberian Registry, a close relationship with the leading
classification societies, and a dedicated and highly experi-
enced team managing the Registry, ensure that Liberian-

flag ships are in full compliance with national laws and all
International Maritime Organization (IMO) conventions and
codes.
Moreover, Liberia has introduced a number of initiatives to
help owners and operators through the current economic
downturn, including a scheme for extended drydocking, and
we will continue to look for ways to assist them through
these difficult times, without comprising safety or perform-
ance. Liberia was the first ship registry to combine ISM/ISPS
harmonized audits, thereby saving owners time and money
while achieving compliance.
The Liberian Administration has also led the way in ratifying
the ILO Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC) and has
provided shipowners and operators with detailed guidance
on complying with the requirements of the MLC. Moreover,
in the interests of shipowners and operators, it has devised
a block fee arrangement (BFA) for MLC verification inspec-
tions and certification, which will result in significant finan-
cial savings. Liberia has professionally trained nearly 100 of
its global network of auditors, located in all major and most
minor ports, to provide effective and efficient MLC inspec-
tions and verification of Liberian-flag ships. 

What is Liberia’s position on a series of important issues
in the current agenda of the IMO such as ship emissions
& piracy?
Given the challenges that face the shipping industry, a re-
sponsible ship registry works proactively to assist shipown-
ers in complying with all regulations and legislation which
impact their day-to-day operations, whether they affect
safety, the environment, or the protection of life. To that
end, we must encourage closer co-operation between flag,
class, insurance and other quality monitoring agencies. 
Liberia has an independently verified record for excellence
in terms of its quality, safety, crew welfare and environmen-
tal awareness record. Liberia leads the world in terms of
ratifying international safety conventions, and is a long-time
member and strong supporter of the IMO.  
Regulation of ship emissions and the increased incidence of
piracy are certainly two of the most pressing issues facing
the shipping industry today, and seem likely to remain so
throughout the coming year. 
The Liberian Registry feels strongly that emission issues
must be solved with multinational agreements rather than
by the unilateral approaches that some governments are
taking. In this regard, the IMO is the most appropriate inter-

national forum for the development of these new require-
ments. Liberia is taking an active role in identifying practical
and cost-effective solutions for the challenges faced by
shipowners that are determined to address shipping's im-
pact on global warming. Moreover, Liberia always cooper-
ates fully with all relevant authorities in instances of piracy
attacks and has developed a Best Management Practice
programme to deter piracy off the coast of Somalia and in
the Arabian Sea.
Moreover, Liberia continues to plan for the future by taking
a proactive role on compliance with the ILO Maritime
Labour Convention, 2006 (MLC). Liberia led the way in rati-
fying the MLC, 2006 and is well ahead of other registries in
its implementation. The Registry has trained approximately
100 of its ISM auditors to be MLC, 2006 inspectors. Most re-
cently, the Registry carried out the first SRPS audit and the
first ship inspection for compliance with MLC, ahead of its
entry into force.
In regard to the regulatory work program, the industry and
regulators will need to dedicate a significant amount of time
implementing the MLC, 2006 and developing solutions to
control air emissions during the next two years.

Liberia’s Port State Control record under the Paris and Tokyo, the US Coast Guard,
and other recognized flag state performance overseers is first class being consi-
stently on the white list. Furthermore, Liberia is expected to achieve recognition
under the Qualship 21 program in 2011.
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NAUTICAL TOURISM

For many years now, Nautical
Tourism has been providing consid-
erable support to the tourism indus-

try which is a vital part of the Greek
economy.
The development of nautical tourism is
completely dependent on the existing in-
frastructure which of course generally in-

cludes the marinas and berthing
facilities for pleasure yachts,

charter or private. 
In the past, Greek marinas
were inadequate in terms of
berth capacity and service
level. Thus, competitor neighbor countries
were given space for great development in this

area.
In recent years, this situation has changed due

mainly to the privatization of many marinas by
the State. The private investors who had

undertaken the renovation of old
marinas or the construction of new
ones, upgraded the existing situation

and eventually established a new status. Μore berths capa-
ble of covering the needs of the market were offered to
boaters, as well as services of a high level - in many cases
better than most famous European marinas.
Apart from the availability of berths, the private sector, fol-
lowing market needs, created modern installations, used
skilled personnel and finally raised very quickly the opera-
tional standards of the marinas to a high level ready to ac-
cept any comparison with other similar marinas.
Nowadays there are 32 organized marinas, public and pri-

vate, with 11.120
berths offering high
quality services.
Among other things,
they offer well
equipped spaces for
stern or alongside
mooring, security,
dry-docking areas,

maintenance and repairs for yachts, athletic facilities, fuel
stations, shopping malls, restaurants, cafes, etc.

All marinas give particular emphasis to the protection
of the environment by implementing Antipollution
and Waste Management contingency plans. As a re-

sult, some of them have been awarded the European Blue
Flag. In addition to the organized marinas, there are small
harbors, nautical sport clubs, crast shelters etc, that create

The development of nautical tourism is
completely dependent on the existing in-
frastructure which of course generally in-
cludes the marinas and berthing facilities
for pleasure yachts, charter or private. 

By Nikos Koutsodontis 
General Manager of “K&G Med Marinas”, Vice President 
of the “Greek Marinas Association” and Associated Member of IMG

Greek
marinas fight
the economic
crisis
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an integrated network of anchoring throughout the Greek
territory thus increasing the existing number of berthing fa-
cilities.
Apparently it is incorrect to believe that there are adequate
berthing capabilities and other similar facilities in Greece.
On the contrary, I believe that taking into account the size
and the morphology of the country, the capacity of the orga-
nized marinas and other protected bays or small harbors is
enough to host all permanent and transit boats looking for
a safe place to moor in the Greek Seas.
All of a sudden, the yachting industry - as most business ac-
tivities in the country – found itself suffering the effects of
the economic crisis and entering an era of difficulties and
uncertainty. 
The marinas immediately realized that they had to resist,
react and go ahead through an unusual situation to eventu-
ally survive; they also had to contribute to the Greek State’s
effort to get out of this crisis.

The first action taken was the formation of the Asso-
ciation of the Greek Marinas - an old idea which has
finally materialized. From now on, the Association can

better identify problems, undertake actions on behalf of its
members and come up with proposals for the State.
The marinas, having their own common tool, generated a
strong campaign promoting the unique Greek coasts, the
clean and transparent waters of the islands, so popular all
over the world, and the excellent yachting environment fa-

vorable for sea travelling.
The quality of the facilities and the level of services must be
considered as a matter of great importance. They are the
mechanism for attracting boaters and for making it plea-
sant for them to stay and sail in Greece. All marinas are
moving in the direction of maintaining the high level of re-
ndered services or improving it.
The above efforts will hopefully result in keeping business
losses at a minimum, with existing marina customers re-
maining in Greece and others visiting the country with their
yachts, since the wide variety of services and wide-ranging
facilities will be able to cover all their needs.
Not only are marinas the most important component of the
nautical tourism industry, but they also contribute signifi-
cantly towards the local tourist activity of coastal regions.
Their activities have an economic impact which represents
a revenue stream vital for the Greek economy. Marina op-
erations mean income for the companies themselves,
spending by their users for mooring and related services
which in turn generates taxes, and additional employment
and career opportunities for a huge network of professio-
nals in fields supporting marina operations. 

All the above constitute a great support and an impor-
tant contribution in helping the Government to esca-
pe from this economic crisis.

As a conclusion, we may say that marinas along with other
small harbors and shelters in Greece form a complex of
berths which adequately covers yachting demands.
Marinas constitute a great contribution to the country’s
economy and as such they need similar support from the
State.

Not only are marinas the most important
component of the nautical tourism indu-
stry, but they also contribute significantly
towards the local tourist activity of coa-
stal regions. Their activities have an eco-
nomic impact which represents a revenue
stream vital for the Greek economy.
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NAUTICAL TOURISM
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